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Abstract
Matrix-valued moment problems
David P. Kimsey
Hugo J. Woerdeman, Ph.D.
We will study matrix-valued moment problems. First, we will study matrix-valued
positive semidefinite function on a locally compact Abelian group. We will show that
matrix-valued positive semidefinite functions and matrix-valued moment functions
are in a one-to-one correspondence on a locally compact Abelian group. Next, we
will explore the truncated matrix-valued K-moment problem on Rd, Cd, and Td. As a
consequence, we get a solution criteria for data which is indexed up to an odd-degree
to admit a minimal solution. Moreover, the representing measure is easily constructed
from the given data. We will use this criterion to partially solve the complex cubic
moment problem and show that it is different from the results that were obtained in
the quadratic case. Finally, we will extend Tchakaloff’s theorem, for the existence of
cubature rules, to the matrix-valued case.
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1. Introduction
The moment problem is a question in classical analysis which has given rise to
rich theory in pure and applied mathematics. It is elegantly connected to orthogo-
nal polynomials, spectral representation of operators, matrix factorization problems,
probability and statistics, prediction of stochastic processes, polynomial optimization,
inverse problems in financial mathematics, and function theory. A related object is
the notion of a positive semidefinite function (sometimes called positive definite func-
tion), which show up in probability theory. As we will see, the moment problem and
ascertaining whether or not a function is positive semidefinite are equivalent in some
settings.
The moment problem bifurcates in the following way. First, the full moment
problem asks for necessary and sufficient condition(s), called a solution, on an infinite
sequence of real numbers to be the power moments, which are given by
³
xmdσpxq,
m  0, 1, . . ., of a positive Borel measure σ. We call σ a representing measure for
the given sequence. Another important question is the following: if a sequence has a
representing measure exists is it unique? If not, then one would like to understand the
set of positive measures whose power moments are the given sequence. More generally,
the K-moment problem has the additional requirement that the measure have support
that lies in some given set K. Stieltjes [47], Hamburger [21], and Hausdorff [23], [22]
studied moment problems when K is the non-negative real numbers, real numbers,
and a closed and bounded interval, respectively. Second, the truncated moment
problem is the same as the full moment problem save for the fact that one is given a
finite sequence of real numbers. For excellent references confer Akhiezer [1], Krein and
Nudel′man [30]. Curto and Fialkow [9] have a summary of the truncated K-moment
problem. In particular, the truncated Stieltjes, Hamburger, and Hausdorff moment
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problems are considered as well.
If a given sequence tsmu8m1 are the power moments of a positive Borel measure
σ. It is not hard to see that
n¸
a,b0
zaz¯bsa b ¥ 0, (1.1)
for all choices of subsets tz1, . . . , znu  C. Indeed,
n¸
a,b0
zaz¯bsa b 
n¸
a,b0
zaz¯b
»
R
xa bdσpxq

»
R
 n¸
a0
zax
a

2
dσpxq
¥ 0.
Note that (1.1) is equivalent to the Hankel matrix
psa bqna,b0 :

s0    sn
... . .
. ...
sn    s2n
© 0,
i.e., psa bqna,b0 is positive semidefinite for all n P N. Hamburger [21] showed that
this necessary condition is also sufficient via a 150 page proof. A much shorter proof
is based on the theory of self-adjoint extensions of symmetric operators, confer e.g.
Lax [35]. One can define a positive semidefinite function s : N0 Ñ C, on N0, via
(1.1). Hamburger’s theorem can be formulated as follows. Every sequence tsmu8m1
with a representing measure (also called a moment function on N0) is also a positive
semidefinite function and the converse is also true.
Bochner’s theorem allows one to associate, via an integral representation, a unique
finite positive Borel measure to any positive semidefinite function defined on a locally
compact Abelian group G. The case when G is the set of d-tuples of integers is
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due to Herglotz [25]. While the case when G is the all d-tuples of real numbers
is due to Bochner [5]. Weil [51] proved the result when G is an arbitrary locally
compact Abelian group. Falb [18] extended Bochner’s theorem to the case when the
positive semidefinite function takes bounded linear operators on a complex separable
Hilbert space as values. Thus the convex cone of positive semidefinite functions and
the convex cone of moment functions are in one-to-one correspondence on a locally
compact Abelian group.
Beyond the classical work described above, several generalizations to the moment
problem have occurred. We first catalog some of the multivariable generalizations.
The main difficulty with the multidimensional moment problem is that there exist
positive semidefinite functions which are not moment problems, confer Berg [4] for
details. Thus an inequality similar to (1.1) is not enough to guarantee the existence
of a representing measure. Haviland [24] has a solution to the full multivariable
Hamburger moment problem which involves checking positivity of functionals which
depend on the given data. We remark that this solution is not very tractable. An easy
consequence of this result is a solution to the full multivariable K-moment problem,
where K is semialgebraic. Subsequent improvements to this result have been made
by Schmu¨dgen [43] when K is assumed to be compact.
We now discuss literature on multivariable truncated moment problems. Over
the course of several papers, Curto and Fialkow [10], [11], and [12] developed their
flat extension theory which solves certain multivariable truncated moment problems
in the real and complex setting. The given data is assumed to be indexed up to an
even total degree. A multivariable Hankel matrix is built from the given data, which
must be necessarily positive semidefinite. A solution to the multivariable truncated
Hamburger moment problem and multivarible truncated complex moment problem
was obtained in terms of the ability to eventually construct rank preserving extension.
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This approach also leads to a solution to the truncated K-moment problem in both
the multivariable real and multivariable complex settings, see [14], [16]. When K
is semialgebraic, the truncated K-moment problem has applications in polynomial
optimization (confer [31]) and also cubature problems. Stroud [49] has a canonical
reference on cubature rules. Confer Cools and Rabinowitz [8] and Cools [7] for a
summary of contemporary cubature rules. See Putinar and Scheiderer [37] for a
survey on the uniqueness of representing measures (also called determinateness).
We now discuss literature on matrix-valued moment problems. To the best of
the author’s knowledge, Krein [28], [29] was the first to pursue the full matrix-valued
Hamburger moment problem. Simonov studied the strong full and truncated matrix-
valued Hamburger moment problem in [44], [45]. Dym and Bolotnikov studied the
truncated matrix-valued Hamburger moment problem in [17] and [6], respectively.
Bakonyi and Woerdeman [2] studied the truncated matrix-valued Hamburger mo-
ment problem in same setting as Dym and Bolotnikov. In addition, the two variable
setting is considered as well. Kimsey and Woerdeman [27] studied the truncated
matrix-valued K-moment problem on the multivariable reals, complex numbers, and
polytorus.
We now state Tchakaloff’s theorem. Let tspt1,...,tdqu0¤t1 ... td¤m be a finite mul-
tisequence of real numbers. Tchakaloff [50] showed if there exists a positive Borel
measure σ on Rd, with compact support, such that σ is absolutely continuous with
respect to the Lebesgue measure on Rd and
spt1,...,tdq 
»
  
»
Rd
xt11    xtdd dσpx1, . . . , xdq, 0 ¤ t1   . . .  td ¤ m,
then there exists a finitely atomic measure σ˜ on Rd, with supp σ˜  supp σ, such that
spt1,...,tdq 
»
  
»
Rd
xt11    xtdd dσ˜px1, . . . , xdq, 0 ¤ t1        td ¤ m.
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Tchakaloff’s theorem was originally stated in terms of quadrature problems and cuba-
ture problems (multivariable quadrature problems). In addition, Tchakaloff’s theorem
shows that any solution criterion for the existence of a finitely atomic representing
measure is equivalent to any solution criterion for an arbitrary representing measure.
Consequently, if there is a representing measure for given data, one can always find
a finitely atomic representing measure. Putinar [36] extended Tchakaloff’s theorem
to the case where the support of σ is arbitrary, but only moments up ot a certain
degree are represented by the new measure with finite support. Curto and Fialkow
[15] proved a complementary result to Putinar. Bayer and Teichmann [3] proved
Tchakaloff’s theorem on Rd when the support of σ is arbitrary and all moments are
represented by the new measure with finite support. Laurent [33] provided an al-
ternate proof of Bayer and Teichmann’s result. Both proofs rely on Carathe´odory’s
theorem to construct the new measure with finite support.
This work is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we will analyze the matrix-valued
moment problem on a locally compact Abelian group. We will make an explicit
connection between the matrix-valued moment problem and matrix-valued positive
semidefinite functions on a locally compact Abelian group. We will see that all of
classical theory of positive semidefinite functions carries over into the matrix-valued
case in a natural way. In particular, we will formulate a matrix-valued generalization
of Bochner’s theorem. The proof technique will rely only on the classical theory.
In particular, we will use the corresponding theory to produce a solution to the full
trigonometric matrix-valued moment problem. In Chapter 3 we will study the trun-
cated matrix-valued K-moment problem on d-tuples of real numbers, complex num-
bers, and unimodular complex numbers. In the event that one is looking for a minimal
representing measure, we will see that the approach of Kimsey and Woerdeman [27]
provides a complementary theory to the flat extension theory of Curto and Fialkow in
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the case where the moments are scalars. In particular, Kimsey and Woerdeman’s re-
sult can handle data indexed up to an odd total degree, but not data indexed up to an
even total degree. We will exploit this in Section 3.4 to show that the cubic complex
moment problem is different from the quadratic complex moment problem considered
by Curto and Fialkow [10], [13]. Finally, we will extend Tchakaloff’s theorem to the
case when the given finite sequence of moments are matrix-valued.
1.1 Measure theory
We will now discuss abstract measure theory (for a reference on abstract measure
and integration theory confer Rudin [39]), which we will extend to the matrix-valued
setting. Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space, i.e. every point has a compact
neighborhood. We denote the smallest σ-algebra generated from the open (or equiva-
lently closed) sets by BpXq. A measure σ defined on BpXq is called a Borel measure.
We call a measure σ finite when σpXq   8. We write mpXq for the set of all finite
Borel measures on X. If, in addition, σpEq ¥ 0, for all E P BpXq, then we call σ
positive. We write m pXq for the set of all positive finite Borel measures on X. Let
σ P mpXq and define |σ| P m pXq by |σ|pEq : |σpEq|. Given σ P mpXq, we define
the support by supp σ : tE P BpXq : |σ|pEq ¡ 0u. Given x P X, we define the Dirac
point measure by
δxpEq :
$''&''%
1 if x P E,
0 if x R E,
where E P BpXq. We call σ P m pXq finitely atomic when
σ 
k¸
i1
ρiδxi ,
where ρ1, . . . , ρk are positive reals and x1, . . . , xk are distinct points in X.
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Suppose σjk P mpXq, 1 ¤ j, k ¤ p are given. We call Σ: BpXq Ñ Cpp a Cpp-
valued measure, where
Σ : pσjkqpj,k1 :

σ11    σ1p
...
. . .
...
σp1    σpp
.
In particular, when σjk  σkj, 1 ¤ j, k ¤ p, we call Σ an Hp-valued measure. We
define supp Σ  pj,k1 supp σjk. If in addition ΣpEq © 0, for all E P BpXq, we call
Σ a positive Hp-valued measure. The set of finite Hp-valued measures and the set
of finite positive Hp-valued measures on X will be denoted by MpXq and M pXq,
respectively.
The Hp-valued analog of a finitely atomic measure is as follows,
Σ 
k¸
i1
Piδxi ,
where P1, . . . , Pk © 0 and x1, . . . , xk are distinct points in X.
1.2 Integration theory
We begin with the following useful lemma.
Lemma 1.2.1. Let X be a locally compact topological Hausdorff space and σ °k
i1 ρiδxi be a finitely atomic measure. If f : X Ñ C is measurable then
»
X
fpxqdσpxq 
k¸
i1
ρiδxi . (1.2)
Proof. It suffices to prove the result when σ  δx0 , where x P X and then use the
linearity of the integral. Let E  ni1Ei P BpXq be arbitrary with E1, . . . , En being
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disjoint. For any simple function φpxq  °ni1 αiχEipxq, where α1, . . . , αn ¥ 0 and
χEipxq 
$''&''%
1 if x P E,
0 if x R E,
one has that
»
E
φpxqdσpxq 
n¸
i1
αiσpEiq 
$''&''%
0 if x0 R Ei for all i P t1, . . . , nu,
αj if x0 P Ej for some j P t1, . . . , nu.
Thus we can assume that x0 P E and write E  tx0u Y F , where F  E z tx0u.
Without loss of generality, assume fpx0q ¥ 0. It easily follows that
»
E
fpxqdσpxq 
»
tx0u
fpxqdσpxq  
»
F
fpxqdσpxq  fpx0q   0  fpx0q. (1.3)
Using the linearity of the integral we can extend (1.3) to get (1.2). l
We call f : X Ñ C, Σ-measurable if f is σjk-measurable for all 1 ¤ j, k ¤ p. Let f
be Σ-measurable and let Σ : pσjkqpj,k1 P MpXq. We define the Hp-valued integral
of a complex-valued function with respect to a Hp-valued measure as follows:
»
X
fpxqdΣpxq :
»
X
fpxqdσjkpxq

p
j,k1
P Hp.
Some useful consequences of the Hp-valued integral definition are given in Lemma
1.2.2 and Lemma 1.2.3.
Lemma 1.2.2. Suppose Σ : pσjkqpj,k1 and f : X Ñ C is Σ-measurable. For all
v P Cp we have
v
»
X
fpxqdΣpxqv 
»
X
fpxqdpvΣpxqvq. (1.4)
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Proof. Write v  colpvjqpj1. Realize that
v
»
X
fpxqdΣpxqv  °pj,k1 vjvk ³X fpxqdσjkpxq
 ³
X
fpxqdp°pj,k1 vjvkσjkpxqq. (1.5)
We conclude by noting that (1.5) clearly yields (1.4).
Lemma 1.2.3. Let f and Σ be as they are in Lemma 1.2.2. If f ¥ 0 then ³
X
fpxqdΣpxq ©
0.
Proof. For any v P Cp we have
v
»
X
fpxqdΣpxqv 
»
X
fpxqdpvΣpxqvq ¥ 0,
where we used Lemma 1.2.2 to achieve the equality and the fact that Σ PM pXq to
achieve the inequality. Thus we get that
³
X
fpxqdΣpxq © 0.
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2. The full moment problem on a locally compact Abelian group
In this chapter we will analyze the full matrix-valued moment problem on a locally
compact Abelian group. We will see that all of the standard results of the scalar-
valued case carry over to the matrix-valued setting. In particular, a function is
positive semidefinite if and only if its values are the moments of a positive Borel
measure. This is but a restatement of Bochner’s theorem, which we will prove using
only the existing scalar-valued theory. In section 2.1, we will outline the standard
theory of positive semidefinite functions and connect it to the full moment problem
on a locally compact Abelian group via Bochner’s theorem. In section 2.2, we will
extend the results of section 2.1 to the matrix-valued case.
2.1 Positive semidefinite functions on a locally compact Abelian group
By a locally compact Abelian group, we mean a commutative topological group
endowed with a topology that is Hausdorff and locally compact. Throughout this
chapter, G will denote a locally compact Abelian group with identity element 0.
A character of G is a continuous homomorphism γ : G Ñ T. Note that the set
of characters together with the operation of pointwise multiplication form a group.
When we endow this group of characters with the topology generated from uniform
convergence on compact sets in G, we arrive at the dual group of G (which is also a
locally compact Abelian group). Throughout this chapter, we will denote the dual
group of G by Γ. Note that if G  Rd then Γ is canonically isomorphic to Rd. In
addition, if G  Zd then Γ is canonically isomorphic to Td. It is also known that the
dual group of a compact group is discrete. Conversely, the dual group of a discrete
group is compact. Confer Rudin [40] for an introduction to the theory of locally
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compact Abelian groups.
The full moment on a locally compact Abelian group is as follows. Suppose a
function s : G Ñ C is given. We wish to determine whether or not there exists
σ P m pΓq such that
spxq 
»
Γ
γpxqdσpγq, x P G. (2.1)
If σ does exist satisfying (2.19) is it unique? We will see that this question is answered
via Bochner’s theorem (confer Theorem 2.1.2).
Let σ P mpGq. The function σˆ : Γ Ñ C defined by
σˆpγq 
»
G
γpxqdµpxq
is called the Fourier transform of σ. Let ν P mpΓq, then qν : GÑ C defined by
qνpxq  »
Γ
γpxqdνpγq
is called the inverse Fourier transform of ν. Let f : G Ñ C. We write CpGq for
the space of continuous functions on G. We write L1pGq for the Lebesgue space of
functions so that
³
G
|fpxq|dx   8, where dx is the normalized Haar measure. Given
f P L1pGq, the function fˆ : L1pGq Ñ C, given by
fˆpγq 
»
G
fpxqγpxqdx
is called the Fourier transform of f . We will now state known results which will be
useful when proving Theorem 2.2.3.
Theorem 2.1.1. Every finite measure on Γ is uniquely determined by its inverse
Fourier transform qν.
Proof. Suppose not, that is, there exist ν1, ν2 P mpΓq, so that ν1  ν2 yet qν1  qν2.
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Consider the finite Borel measure ν : ν1  ν2 so that qν  0. Suppose f P L1pGq.
Then
»
Γ
fˆpγqdνpγq 
»
Γ
»
G
fpxqγpxqdxdνpγq

»
G
fpxq
»
Γ
γpxqdνpγq


dx (2.2)

»
G
fpxqνˇpxq
 0,
where Fubini’s theorem was used in (2.2). Since
³
Γ
fˆpγqdνpγq  0 for all f P L1pGq, we
get
³
Γ
gpγqdνpγq  0, where g P CpΓq. We must then have that ν  0, a contradiction.
We call a function φ : GÑ C positive semidefinite when
n¸
a,b1
zazbφpxa  xbq ¥ 0, (2.3)
for all choices tz1, . . . , znu  C, tx1, . . . , xnu  G, and n P N. Some immediate
necessary conditions for a function φ : G Ñ C to be positive semidefinite are as
follows,
φp0q ¥ 0, (2.4)
φpxq  φpxq, for all x P G, (2.5)
|φpxq| ¤ φp0q, for all x P G. (2.6)
For example, every character function is positive semidefinite. In particular, when
G  R, we get that φpxq  eitx is positive semidefinite, for any fixed t P R. However,
φpxq  sinpxq is not. In addition, the product of two positive semidefinite functions
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is easily seen to be positive semidefinite by the Schur product theorem (confer e.g.
Horn and Johnson [26]).
We will now formulate Bochner’s theorem in the locally compact Abelian group
setting.
Theorem 2.1.2 ([51]). Suppose σ is a finite positive Borel measure on Γ then qνpxq
is a uniformly continuous function on G. Conversely, if φpxq is a continuous positive
semidefinite function on G then there exists a unique finite positive Borel measure σ
on Γ such that
φpxq  qνpxq (2.7)
Proof. See [51] or [41] for a modern exposition.
2.2 Matrix-valued positive semidefinite functions on a locally compact
Abelian group
In this section we will define matrix-valued positive semidefinite functions and
also use Theorem 2.1.2 to prove a matrix-valued analog of Bochner’s theorem, which
is a finite-dimensional version of a theorem proven by Falb [18]. As an unintended
consequence we will get that two seemingly different notions of positivity are indeed
equivalent.
We call an Cpp-valued function Φ: GÑ Cpp, given by
Φpxq : pφj,kpxqqpj,k1 :

φ1,1pxq    φ1,ppxq
...
. . .
...
φp,1pxq    φp,ppxq
,
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a Cpp-valued positive semidefinite function when
n¸
a,b1
zazbpvΦpxa  xbqvq ¥ 0, (2.8)
for all choices of v P Cp, tz1, . . . , znu  C, tx1, . . . xnu  G, and n P N. An immediate
observation is the following. Given a Cpp-valued positive semidefinite function Φ
on G, we can manufacture a scalar-valued positive semidefinite function φ on G by
just fixing v P Cp. The following lemma picks out several scalar-valued positive
semidefinite functions, from a Cpp-valued positive semidefinite function, which will
be useful when proving Theorem 2.2.3.
Lemma 2.2.1. Suppose Φpxq  pφj,kpxqqpj,k1 is a Cpp-valued positive semidefinite
function. Then
φj,jpxq, (2.9)
φj,jpxq   φj,kpxq   φk,jpxq   φk,kpxq, (2.10)
and
φj,jpxq   iφj,kpxq  iφk,jpxq   φk,kpxq, 1 ¤ j, k ¤ p, (2.11)
are positive semidefinite functions.
Proof. Choosing v  ej, ej   ek, ej   iek in (2.8) yield that φj,jpxq, φj,jpxq   φj,kpxq  
φk,jpxq φk,kpxq, and φj,jpxq iφj,kpxqiφk,jpxq φk,kpxq, 1 ¤ j, k ¤ p, respectively.
We can now setup Hp-valued analogues of the Fourier transform of a finite Borel
measure on G and the inverse Fourier transforms of a finite Borel measure on Γ.
Indeed, let Σ PMpGq. The function Σˆ : Γ Ñ Cpp defined by
pΣpγq  »
G
γpxqdΣpxq
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is called the Fourier transform of Σ. Let Σ PMpΓq, then qΣ: GÑ Cpp defined by
qΣpxq  »
Γ
γpxqdΣpγq
is called the inverse Fourier transform of Σ. We will now prove a result analogous to
Theorem 2.1.1.
Theorem 2.2.2. Every finite Hp-valued Borel measure is uniquely determined by its
inverse Fourier transform qΣ.
Proof. Write Σ  pσj,kqpj,k1, where σj,k P mpΓq such that σj,k  σk,j, 1 ¤ j, k ¤ p.
It suffices to show that qΣ  0 implies that Σ  0pp. If qΣ  0 then qσj,k  0, for all
1 ¤ j, k ¤ p. Theorem 2.1.1 yields that σj,k  0 for all 1 ¤ j, k ¤ p. We then arrive
at Σ  0pp.
The following result can be viewed as an Hp-valued analogue of Bochner’s theorem
on locally compact Abelian groups.
Theorem 2.2.3. If Σ  pσj,kqpj,k1 P MpΓq then qΣpxq is a uniformly continuous
Hp-valued positive semidefinite function on G. Conversely, if Φpxq  pφj,kpxqqpj,k1
is a continuous Hp-valued positive semidefinite function then there exists a unique
Σ PM pΓq so that Φpxq  qΣpxq.
Proof. Suppose Σ P M pΓq. We will first show that qΣpxq is a uniformly continuous
function on G. Indeed, since Φpxq  qΣpxq, we get φj,kpxq  qσj,kpxq, for all 1 ¤ j, k ¤
p. Hence φj,k, 1 ¤ j, k ¤ p, are uniformly continuous functions on G. Thus Φ is a
uniformly continuous function on G.
Next, we will show that qΣpxq is a Hp-valued positive semidefinite function. Let
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tz1, . . . , znu, v P Cp and tx1, . . . , xnu  G be arbitrary. Then
n¸
a,b1
zazbv
qΣpxa  xbqv  n¸
a,b1
zjzkv

»
Γ
γpxa  xbqdΣpγq


v

»
Γ
n¸
a,b1
zazbγpxaqγpxbqd pvΣpγqvq (2.12)

»
Γ
 n¸
a1
zaγpxaq

2
d pvΣpγqvq ¥ 0, (2.13)
where Lemma 1.2.2 was used to achieve (2.12) and the fact that Σ is a positive
Hp-valued measure on Γ (hence v
Σv P m pΓq) was used to achieve (2.13).
Conversely, suppose Φ: G Ñ Cpp is a continuous positive semidefinite function.
Write
Φpxq  pφj,kpxqqpj,k1,
where φj,kpxq : GÑ C, 1 ¤ j, k ¤ p are continuous. Lemma 2.2.1 gives that
φj,jpxq,
φj,jpxq   φj,kpxq   φk,jpxq   φk,kpxq,
and
φj,jpxq   iφj,kpxq  iφk,jpxq   φk,kpxq, 1 ¤ j, k ¤ p
are continuous positive semidefinite functions. Thus Theorem 2.1.2 yields σj,j P
m pΓq, µj,k P m pΓq, and νj,k P m pΓq, 1 ¤ j, k ¤ p, such that
φj,jpxq  qσj,jpxq, 1 ¤ j ¤ p, (2.14)
φj,jpxq   φj,kpxq   φk,jpxq   φk,kpxq  qµj,kpxq, 1 ¤ j, k ¤ p, (2.15)
φj,jpxq   iφj,kpxq  iφk,jpxq   φk,kpxq  qνj,kpxq, 1 ¤ j, k ¤ p. (2.16)
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Define αj,k : µj,kσj,jσk,k P mpΓq and βj,k : νj,kσj,jσk,k, 1 ¤ j, k ¤ p P mpΓq.
Hence (3.14) and (2.16) become
φj,kpxq   φk,jpxq  qαpxq, 1 ¤ j, k ¤ p, (2.17)
iφj,kpxq  iφk,jpxq  qβpxq, 1 ¤ j, k ¤ p. (2.18)
Thus 2iφj,kpxq  iqαpxq   qβpxq, 2iφk,jpxq  iqαpxq   qβpxq, and hence
φj,kpxq  qαpxq  iqβpxq
2
, 1 ¤ j, k ¤ p,
φk,jpxq  qαpxq   iqβpxq
2
, 1 ¤ j, k ¤ p.
If we define the finite Borel measures σj,k : pα  iβq{2 P mpΓq and σk,j : pα  
iβq{p2iq P mpΓq then we get qσj,kpxq  12 qαpxq  iqβpxq	, 1 ¤ j, k ¤ p and qσk,jpxq 
1
2
qαpxq   iqβpxq	, 1 ¤ j, k ¤ p. Let Σ : pσj,kqpj,k1 and note that Σ PMpΓq and
Φpxq  qΣpxq.
Hence, for all v P Cp,
vΦpxqv  v
»
Γ
γpxqdΣpγq


v

»
Γ
γpxqdpvΣvqpγq
Fix v P Cp, then vΦpxqv is a positive semidefinite function. Hence Theorem 2.1.1
and Theorem 2.1.2 yield that vΣv P m pΓq. Thus we get that Σ P M pΓq. The
uniqueness of Σ follows from Theorem 2.2.2.
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2.3 The full moment problem on a locally compact Abelian group
The full matrix-valued moment on a locally compact Abelian group is as follows.
Suppose a function S : G Ñ Cpp is given. We wish to determine whether or not
there exists σ P m pΓq such that
Spxq 
»
Γ
γpxqdσpγq, x P G. (2.19)
If σ does exist satisfying (2.19) is it unique?
The following theorem resolves the full matrix-valued moment on a locally compact
Abelian group.
Theorem 2.3.1. Let S : GÑ Cpp be given. There exists Σ PM pΓq such that
Spxq 
»
Γ
γpxqdΣpγq
if and only if S is a Cpp-valued positive semidefinite function. Moreover, Σ is unique.
Proof. This is a straight forward consequence of Theorem ??).
Put G  Zd. A particular case of a full matrix-valued moment problem on a locally
compact Abelian group is the full trigonometric Cpp-valued moment problem. Given
S : Zd Ñ Cpp we wish to determine whether or not there exists Σ P M pTdq such
that
Spxq 
»
Td
γpxqdΣpγq. (2.20)
Corollary 2.3.2. Let S : GÑ Cpp be given. There exists a Σ PM pΓq such that
Spxq 
»
Γ
γpxqdΣpγq
if and only if S is a Cpp-valued positive semidefinite function. Moreover, Σ is unique.
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Proof. Put G  Zd in Theorem 2.2.3 and note that Γ is canonically isomorphic to
Td.
Suppose tSxuxPZd is a given Cpp-valued multisequence, which we can also view
as a function S : Zd Ñ Cpp. We wish to find all finite positive Hp-valued Borel
measures on Td such that
Sx 
»
Td
zxdΣpzq, x P Zd. (2.21)
An immediate necessary condition which is evident from (2.21) is that Sx  Sx, for
all x P Zd. As we will see in Theorem 2.3.3 a solution, when it exists, is always unique.
Moreover, we will establish a connection between Cpp-valued positive semidefinite
functions on the locally compact Abelian group Zd and Cpp-valued sequences which
satisfy (2.21).
Theorem 2.3.3. Suppose the Cpp-valued sequence tSxuxPZd is given. There exists a
unique Σ PM pΓq satisfying (2.21) if and only if
n¸
a,b1
zazbv
Sxaxbv ¥ 0, (2.22)
for all choices of tz1, . . . , znu  C, v P Cp, tx1, . . . , xnu  Zd, and n P N.
Proof. Put G  Zd and Φpxq : Sx, x P Zd in Theorem 2.2.3 and recall that the dual
group of Zd is Γ  Td. It is not hard to see that (2.22) is equivalent to Φpxq being
a Cpp-valued positive semidefinite function. Thus we have the existence of a unique
Σ PM pΓq such that (2.21) holds.
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3. Truncated matrix-valued moment problems
In sections 3.1 - 3.3 we explore matrix-valued K-moment problems on Rd, Cd,
and Td, respectively, when the given data is indexed in a certain way. We use matrix
factorization techniques to produce solutions. In addition, the solution criteria that we
produce leads to an algorithmic construction of the representing measure. In Section
3.4, we use the solution criteria produced in Section 3.2 to analyze the cubic complex
moment problem. The cubic complex moment problem turns out to be different than
the quadratic complex moment problem which was considered by Curto and Fialkow
[10], [13]. In Section 3.5, we generalize Tchakaloff’s theorem to the setting when the
given data are Hermitian matrices.
3.1 The truncated matrix-valued K-moment problem on Rd
In this Section We consider the truncated matrix-valued K-moment problem on
Rd, for data indexed in a certain way. The necessary and sufficient solutions criteria
are matricial in nature. The sufficiency proof depends on matrix factorization results,
while the necessity proof rests a result from real multivariable interpolation theory.
The resulting measure that is produced is minimal in the sense that the sum of the
ranks of the weight matrices are as small as possible. When the data is scalar-valued
this just means that the support of the representing measure has the smallest number
of points possible.
We first define the indexing sets for the given data. Given m  pm1, . . . ,mdq P
Nd0, we define the length of m by |m|  m1   . . .   md. If x  px, . . . , xq P Rd
and m  pm1, . . . ,mdq P Nd0 then let xm  xm11    xmdd . We say that a finite set
Γ  Nd0 is a lattice set when, for all γ P Γ, there exist γ1  0d, γ2, . . . , γk P Γ and
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j1, . . . , jk P t1, . . . , du so that
γ2  γ1   ej1 ,
...
γ  γk   ejk ,
where k  |γ|. For example, in N20, tp0, 0q, p0, 1q, p1, 1q, p1, 2qu is a lattice set while
tp0, 0q, p1, 1q, p2, 2qu is not. Next, we say a finite set Γ  Nd0 is lower inclusive when
for any γ  pg1, . . . , gdq and m  pm1, . . . ,mdq P Nd0 with mj ¤ gj, 1 ¤ j ¤ d, we
have that m P Γ. For example, tp0, 0q, p0, 1q, p1, 0qu is a lower inclusive subset of N20
while tp0, 0q, p0, 1q, p1, 1qu is not. Note that every lower inclusive set is a lattice set,
but the converse is not true. E.g., tp0, 0q, p0, 1q, p1, 1q, p1, 2qu is a lattice set but is
not a lower inclusive set. Throughout this Section, We assume that any lattice set or
lower inclusive Λ  Nd0 possesses a total ordering.
The truncated matrix-valued K-moment problem on Rd is as follows. Given K 
Rd and the Hp-valued sequence tSγuγPΓ, where Γ  Nd0 is a lattice set, we look for
Σ PM pRdq such that Σˆpmq exists for all m P Nd0,
Σˆpγq  Sγ, for all γ P Γ, (3.1)
and
supp Σ  K. (3.2)
Given a set Λ  Nd0, we define Λ   Λ  tλ   µ : λ, µ P Λu and Λ   Λ   ej 
tλ  µ  ej : λ, µ P Λu, 1 ¤ j ¤ d. We put
Γ  pΛ Y Λq Y pΛ   Λ   e1q Y    Y pΛ   Λ   edq, (3.3)
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which will serve as an indexing set for the given Hermitian matrices tSγuγPΓ.
Remark 3.1.1. Let Λ  tλ P Nd0 : |λ| ¤ nu then Γ, as defined in (3.3), is
tγ P Nd0 : |γ| ¤ 2n   1u. Given Γ  tγ P Nd0 : |γ| ¤ 2nu, there does exist a lattice set
Λ  Nd0 so that (3.3) yields Γ.
We now introduce the matrices Φ,Φ1, . . . ,Φd. Index the rows and columns of a
matrix Φ, Φj, 1 ¤ j ¤ d, by Λ. For Φ, let the entry in the row indexed by λ and the
column indexed by µ be given by Sλ µ. That is,
Φ  pSλ µqλ,µPΛ.
For Φj, let the entry in the row indexed by λ and the column indexed by µ be given
by Sλ µ ej . That is,
Φj  pSλ µ ejqλ,µPΛ, 1 ¤ j ¤ d.
Let us consider the following example, which illustrates how Φ, Φ1, . . . ,Φd are
constructed with respect to a particular lattice set Λ  N20.
Example 3.1.2. Let Λ  tp0, 0q, p0, 1q, p1, 0qu. Then
Λ   Λ  tp0, 0q, p0, 1q, p0, 2q, p1, 0q, p1, 1q, p2, 0qu,
Λ   Λ   e1  tp1, 0q, p1, 1q, p1, 2q, p2, 0q, p2, 1q, p3, 0qu,
and
Λ   Λ   e2  tp0, 1q, p0, 2q, p0, 3q, p1, 1q, p1, 2q, p2, 1qu.
Hence
Γ  tp0, 0q, p0, 1q, p0, 2q, p0, 3q, p1, 0q, p1, 2q, p2, 0q, p2, 1q, p3, 0qu
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and we get the following matrices:
Φ 

S00 S01 S10
S01 S02 S11
S10 S11 S20
,
Φ1 

S10 S11 S20
S11 S12 S21
S20 S21 S30
,
and
Φ2 

S01 S02 S11
S02 S03 S12
S11 S12 S21
.
Let us catalog some basic necessary conditions for given data to have a representing
measure.
Lemma 3.1.3. Let L  tl1, . . . , lku  Nd0 and suppose the Hp-valued sequence tSγuγPΓ,
where Γ  L L, is given. Let Φ  pSλ µqλ,µPL. If tSγuγPΓ has a representing measure
Σ PM pRdq then Φ © 0.
Proof. For any vector y  colpyλqλPΛ P Ckp, we have
»
xdΣpxq
¸
λPL
yλx
λ,
¸
µPL
yµx
µy ¥ 0. (3.4)
If we use the sesquilinearity of x, y then (3.4) becomes
¸
λ,µPL
»
xλ µxdνpxqyλ, yµy ¥ 0.
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Use the fact that Sγ 
³
xγdΣpxq, for all γ P Γ, so then (3.4) becomes
¸
λ,µPL
xSλ µyλ, yµy ¥ 0,
i.e., Φ © 0.
Lemma 3.1.4. Let L, tSγuγPΓ and Φ be as in Lemma 3.1.3. If tSγuγPΓ has a finitely
atomic representing measure Σ  °kq1 Λpqqδwq , where T1, . . . , Tk ¥ 0 and w1, . . . , wk
are distinct points in Rd, then
rank Φ ¤
k¸
q1
rank Λpqq. (3.5)
Proof. For m P Nd0, note that
Sm 
»
xmdΣpxq

k¸
q1
Λpqqwmq .
One can check that
Φ  pSλ µqλ,µPL  pV b IpqTRpV b Ipq (3.6)
where V 

wl11 . . . w
lk
1
...
...
wl1k . . . w
lk
k
and R  T1 `    ` Tk :

T1 0
. . .
0 Tk
P Ckpkp. It is
now clear that rank Φ ¤ rank R, whence we arrive at (3.5).
Remark 3.1.5. In Lemma 3.1.3, when a representing measure Σ is finitely atomic
then (3.6) allows us to give a different proof of Lemma 3.1.3. As a consequence of
Lemma 3.1.4, given Φ and Σ as in Lemma 3.1.4 we say Σ is minimal when rank Φ 
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°k
q1 rank Λpqq.
Let W1, . . . ,Wd P Cnn. We say that W1, . . . ,Wd commute with respect to the
subspace M  Cn when W˜1, . . . W˜d commute, where W˜j is given by
Wj 
W˜j 0
 
:
M M
` Ñ `
MK MK
, 1 ¤ j ¤ d.
We say W1, . . . ,Wd P Cnn have the K-inclusive eigenvalue property with respect to
the subspace M  Cn, with dimM  k, if the following conditions are satisfied:
1. W j is M-invariant, i.e.,
Wj 
W˜j 0
 
:
M M
` Ñ `
MK MK
, 1 ¤ j ¤ d;
(i) There exists an invertible S so that
S1WjS  diagpxp1qj , . . . , xpkqj q, 1 ¤ j ¤ d;
(ii) pxpqq1 , . . . , xpqqd q P K, 1 ¤ q ¤ k.
Remark 3.1.6. Note that condition (ii) above implies that W1, . . .Wd commute with
respect to M.
Example 3.1.7. Let K  tp1, 0q, p0, 1qu  R2. Then W1 
1 0
0 0
and W2 
0 0
0 1

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have the K-inclusive eigenvalue property with respect to M  C2. Indeed,
W1  W˜1 
1 0
0 1

1 0
0 0

1 0
0 1

and
W2  W˜2 
1 0
0 1

0 0
0 1

1 0
0 1
.
So then tp1, 0q, p0, 1qu  K.
We now formulate our main result, which provides necessary and sufficient condi-
tions on a set of given Hermitian matrices, indexed as in in (3.3), to admit a minimal
K-representing measure.
Theorem 3.1.8. Let K  Rd, Λ  Nd0 be a lattice set, and the Hp-valued sequence
tSγuγPΓ, where Γ  pΛ   Λq Y pΛ   Λ   e1q Y    Y pΛ   Λ   edq, be given. Let
Φ  pSλ µqλ,µPΛ, Φj  pSλ µ ejqλ,µPΛ, 1 ¤ j ¤ d. There exists a solution to the
truncated matrix-valued K-moment problem on Rd, i.e., there exists a measure so
that Σˆpmq exists for all m P Nd0, and (3.1) and (3.2) hold if the following conditions
are satisfied:
1. Φ © 0;
2. There exist Θ1, . . . ,Θd so that
(i) ΦΘj  Φj, 1 ¤ j ¤ d;
(ii) Θ1, . . . ,Θd have the K-inclusive eigenvalue property with respect to M 
Ran Φ.
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In that case, we can find Σ PM pRdq of the following form:
Σ 
k¸
q1
Λpqqδwq , (3.7)
where T1, . . . , Tk ¥ 0 and w1, . . . , wk are different points in K. Moreover, we have
that
°k
q1 rank Λpqq  rank Φ, i.e., Σ is minimal.
Conversely, if Σ P M pRdq is of the form (3.7), where T1, . . . , Tk ¥ 0 and
w1, . . . , wk are different points in K, there exists a lower inclusive set Λ˜  Nd0 with k
points so that Φ  pSλ µqλ,µPΛ˜, Φj  pSλ µ ejqλ,µPΛ˜, 1 ¤ j ¤ d, satisfy conditions p1q
and p2q, where Sm  Σˆpmq, m P Nd0. Moreover, we get that
°k
q1 rank Λpqq  rank Φ.
Remark 3.1.9. The commutivity condition on Θ1, . . . ,Θd in Theorem 3.1.8 is very
similar to the commutivity condition that Geronimo and Woerdeman [19], [20] arrived
at when solving the Szego˝-Berstein moment problem in two variables.
Remark 3.1.10. Since the measure Σ constructed in Theorem 3.1.8 has finite support,
all moments Σˆpmq, m P Nd0, automatically exist.
Remark 3.1.11. When K  Rd in Theorem 3.1.8, condition p2q reduces to checking
that Θ1, . . . ,Θd commute with respect toM  Ran Φ. When K  r0, dq8, condition
p2q reduces to checking that Θ˜1, . . . , Θ˜d have non-negative eigenvalues, where Θ˜j is
given by
Θj 
Θ˜j 0
 
:
Ran Φ Ran Φ
` Ñ `
Ker Φ Ker Φ
1 ¤ j ¤ d.
Note that the choice of Λ in the converse part of Theorem 3.1.8 indeed depends on
the given measure, unlike the one-variable case, as the following example will show.
Example 3.1.12. Let Σ  ρ1δp1,0q ρ2δp2,0q, where ρ1 and ρ2 are positive real numbers.
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If we choose the lower inclusive set Λ  tp0, 0q, p0, 1qu then
Φ 
ρ1   ρ2 0
0 0
,
Φ1 
ρ1   2ρ2 0
0 0
,
and
Φ2 
0 0
0 0
.
By this choice of Λ we get that rank Φ  1   2  rank ρ1   rank ρ2. The correct
choice for Λ is tp0, 0q, p1, 0qu.
In order to prove Theorem 3.1.8, we must introduce multivariable Vandermonde
matrices. Given a sequence of distinct points w1, . . . , wk P Rd and the lattice set
Λ  tλ1, . . . , λku  Nd0, we define
V pw1, . . . , wm; Λq 

wλ11    wλk1
...
...
wλ1k    wλkk
.
Consider the following example.
Example 3.1.13. If w1  p1, 1q, w2  p2, 1q, w3  p3, 1q and Λ  tp0, 0q, p0, 1q, p1, 0qu
then
V pw1, w2, w3; Λq 

1 1 1
1 1 2
1 1 3
.
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Note that Example 3.3.7 illustrates that unlike square one-variable Vandermonde
matrices, distinctness of points in two or more variables is not enough to guarantee
invertibility. A natural question is the following. Given distinct points w1, . . . , wk P
Rd, can one construct a lattice set Λ  Nd0, with card Λ  k, so that V pw1, . . . , wk; Λq
is invertible? A construction of Sauer [42], given in [42], provides an answer in the
affirmative.
In [42], the minimal degree interpolation problem is explored, which is motivated
by the fact that interpolating polynomials with small total degree are easier to store
and compute. First, let us introduce some preliminary notation and definitions. Let
Πdn be the space of polynomials in Rd with total degree less than or equal to n. Given
a set of distinct points W  tw1, . . . , wku in Rd, the Lagrange interpolation problem
with respect to W is poised in the subspace PpW q  Πdn if given any f : Rd Ñ R then
there exists a unique polynomial p : LPpW qpfq P PpW q such that
ppxqq  fpxqq, q  1, . . . , k.
We use the notation PpW q to indicate that the subspace depends on W . The unique-
ness requirement on p will occur if and only if dim P  k. The minimal degree
interpolation problem entails finding a subspace PpW q  Πdn with n as small as pos-
sible so that the Lagrange interpolation problem, with respect to the set of distinct
points W, is poised. Moreover, we require that PpW q is degree reducing, i.e., for
m ¤ n, whenever q P Πdm we have that LPpW qpqq P Πdm.
Given a distinct set of points W  tw1, . . . , wku in Rd, the paper [42] provides
an algorithm (see Algorithm 1) that generates a unique minimal degree interpolation
subspace PpW q  Πdn, upon imposing further requirements to the minimal degree
interpolation problem. The set of indices for the monomials generated by the algo-
rithm, say Λ  tλ1, . . . , λku  Nd0, corresponds to a lower inclusive set, which is called
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lower in [42], with k points. Given a function f : Rd Ñ R, the coefficients c1, . . . , ck of
the unique interpolating polynomial p P PpW q are given by the following equation,

wλ11    wλk1
...
...
wλ1k    wλkk


y1
...
yk


fpw1q
...
fpwkq
, (3.8)
Realize that

wλ11    wλk1
...
...
wλ1k    wλkk
 is the invertible multivariable Vandermonde matrix
V pw1, . . . , wk; Λq. Thus the construction of PpW q may be viewed as a way of produc-
ing a lower inclusive set so that the multivariable Vandermonde matrix V pw1, . . . , wk; Λq
is invertible. We formulate this observation as follows.
Theorem 3.1.14 ([42]). Given distinct points w1, . . . , wk in Rd, there exists a lower
inclusive set Λ  Nd0, with card Λ  k, so that V pw1, . . . , wk; Λq is invertible.
We now prove matrix factorizations which will be useful when proving Theorem
3.1.8.
Lemma 3.1.15. Let A ¥ 0 and Bj  Bj be pp matrices so that there exist matrices
W1, . . . ,Wd which commute with respect to M  Ran Φ and satisfy AWj  Bj,
1 ¤ j ¤ d. Put k  rank A. Then there exist k k real diagonal matrices D1, . . . , Dd
and an injective p k matrix C so that
A  CC and Bj  CDjC, 1 ¤ j ¤ d. (3.9)
Proof. Decompose Cp  Ran A ` Ker A. Then with respect to this decomposition
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we have
A 
A˜ 0
0 0
, Wj 
W˜j 0
 
 and Bj 
B˜j 0
0 0
,
where we used that AWj  Bj, 1 ¤ j ¤ d. Note also that W˜1, . . . , W˜d commute.
Realize AWj  Bj yields A˜W˜j  B˜j. Since A˜ is invertible, we get W˜j  A˜1B˜j,
1 ¤ j ¤ d. Hence A˜ 12 B˜jA˜ 12  A˜ 12 W˜jA˜ 12 and tA˜ 12 B˜jA˜ 12 udj1 is a commuting
family of Hermitian matrices, where we used that W˜1, . . . , W˜d commute. So there
must exist a unitary U and real diagonal matrices D1, . . . , Dd so that
A˜
1
2 W˜jA˜
 1
2  UDjU, 1 ¤ j ¤ d. (3.10)
Put C 
A˜ 12
0
U and then (3.9) holds.
Theorem 3.1.16. Let Λ  Nd0, with card Λ  k, be a lattice set and Γ  pΛ   Λq Y
pΛ   Λ   e1q Y    Y pΛ   Λ   edq. Suppose the Hp-valued sequence tSγuγPΓ is given.
Set Φ  pSλ µqλ,µPΛ, Φj  pSλ µ ejqλ,µPΛ, 1 ¤ j ¤ d, and r  rank Φ. Suppose that
Φ ¥ 0 and there is a family kp  kp matrices tΘjudj1, which commute with respect
to M  Ran Φ, so that ΦΘj  Φj, 1 ¤ j ¤ d. Then there exists a kp  r matrix C0
and real r  r diagonal matrices D1, . . . , Dd so that
Sγ  C0pDg11   Dgdd qC0 , for all γ  pg1, . . . , gdq P Γ. (3.11)
Proof. Consider A  Φ, Wj  Θj and Bj  Φj, 1 ¤ j ¤ d. Then A ¥ 0, Bj  Bj ,
and W1, . . . ,Wd are matrices so that W˜1, . . . , W˜d commute and satisfy AWj  Bj,
1 ¤ j ¤ d. We can apply Lemma 3.1.15 to obtain an injective matrix C and real
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diagonal matrices D1, . . . , Dd so that
Φ  CC and Φj  CDjC, 1 ¤ j ¤ d.
Write C  colpCλqλPΛ and when λ, µ, and µ  ej P Λ we get
Sλ µ ej  CλCµ ej  CλDjCµ . (3.12)
Notice that (3.75) implies
CpCµ ej DjCµq  0. (3.13)
Since C is injective, (3.13) yields
Cµ ej  CµDj, (3.14)
whenever µ, µ  ej P Λ.
Consider λ  pl1, . . . , ldq P Λ with |λ|  s. Since Λ is a lattice set, there must exist
λ1  0d, λ2, . . . , λs P Λ and j1, . . . , js P t1, . . . , du so that λ1  0d ej1 , . . . , λ  λs ejs .
Choose µ  λs  λ ejs so that (3.14) gives
Cµ ejs  CµDj.
So then we get Cλ  CλejsDjs . Continuing this way we arrive at
Cλ  C0Dl11   Dldd . (3.15)
But then Φ  CC and Φj  CDjC, 1 ¤ j ¤ d, give (3.11).
Remark 3.1.17. In the proof of Theorem 3.1.16 the fact that Λ is a lattice set is
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used to achieve (3.11). The factorization given in (3.11) will be useful when proving
Theorem 3.1.8.
We are now ready to prove Theorem 3.1.8.
Proof of Theorem 3.1.8. Suppose Φ ¥ 0 and there exists a family of matrices tΘjudj1
which satisfy the K-inclusive property with respect to M  Ran Φ and ΦΘj  Φj,
1 ¤ j ¤ d. Write
Θj 
Θ˜j 0
 
:
Ran Φ Ran Φ
` Ñ `
Ker Φ Ker Φ
.
and so we must have the existence of an invertible matrix S so that S1Θ˜jS 
diagpxp1qj , . . . , xprqj q, 1 ¤ j ¤ d, where r  rank Φ and pxpqq1 , . . . , xpqqd q P K, 1 ¤ q ¤ r.
Use Theorem 3.1.16 to obtain an injective matrix C : colpCλqλPΛ and real diagonal
matrices D1, . . . , Dd so that Φ  CC and Φj  CDjC, 1 ¤ j ¤ d. By (3.10) we
have that Dj  diagpxp1qj , . . . , xprqj q, 1 ¤ j ¤ d. Write C0d 

c1    cr


, where
c1, . . . , cr P Cp. Then (3.11) holds. Put wq  pxpqq1 , . . . , xpqqd q P K, 1 ¤ q ¤ r. Without
loss of generality, assume w1, . . . , wk are distinct, where k ¤ r. Fix q P t1, . . . , ku and
consider the set Iq  ti P t1, . . . , ru : wi  wqu. Note that
card
¤
q1,...,r
Iq  r.
Let Λpqq  °iPIq cici ¥ 0 and note that (3.15) gives that tciuiPIq is linearly indepen-
dent since C is injective. Hence rank Λpqq  card Iq and so we get
rank Λpqq  card Iq, 1 ¤ q ¤ k.
Thus
°k
q1 rank Λpqq  r and so rank Φ 
°k
q1 rank Λpqq. Put Σ as in the statement
of Theorem 3.1.8. One can directly verify (3.1) and (3.2). Note that the existence of
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all subsequent moments follows from Remark 3.1.10.
Conversely, let Σ  °kq1 Λpqqδwq , where T1, . . . , Tk ¥ 0 and w1, . . . , wk are distinct
points in K. Write wq  pxpqq1 , . . . , xpqqd q, 1 ¤ q ¤ k. For m P Nd0, put Sm :³
xmdΣpxq  °kq1 Λpqqwmq . Use Theorem 3.1.14 to produce a lower inclusive set
Λ˜  Nd0, with card Λ˜  k, so that V  V pw1, . . . , wk; Λ˜q is invertible. One can check
that Φ  pV bIpqTRpV bIpq ¥ 0, Φj  pV bIpqTRXjpV bIpq, where R  T1`  `Tk
and Xj  xp1qj Ip `    ` xpkqj Ip, 1 ¤ j ¤ d. Choosing
Θj  pV b Ipq1XjpV b Ipq, 1 ¤ j ¤ d,
yields a family of matrices Θ1, . . . ,Θd which satisfy the K-inclusive property with
respect to M  Ran Φ and ΦΘj  Φj, 1 ¤ j ¤ d. Thus conditions p1q and p2q are
satisfied. Moreover, by construction we have that
°k
q1 rank Λpqq  rank Φ. l
Remark 3.1.18. Given Σ  °kq1 Λpqqδwq , where T1, . . . , Tk ¥ 0 and w1, . . . , wk are dis-
tinct points in K  Rd, the proof of Theorem 3.1.8 reveals the following observation.
Any lattice set L  Nd0 so that V pw1, . . . , wk;Lq is invertible will lead to a construc-
tion of Φ,Φ1, . . . ,Φd which admits Θ1, . . . ,Θd which satisfy K-inclusive eigenvalue
property with respect to M  Ran Φ and ΦΘj  Φj, 1 ¤ j ¤ d. Moreover, we also
have that rank Φ  °kq1 rank Λpqq.
We now exhhibit a series of examples which utilize Theorem 3.1.8.
Example 3.1.19. Let K  tpx1, x2q P R2 : x21   x22 ¤ 2u. Suppose one is given the
H2-valued sequence tSγuγPΓ, with Γ  tm P N20 : |m| ¤ 3u, where S00 
2 1
1 2
,
S21  S03  S01 
1 1
1 0
, S12  S30  S10  S01, S20  S02 
1 1
1 2
, and
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S11  S02. Let
Φ 

S00 S01 S10
S01 S02 S11
S10 S11 S20


2 1 1 1 1 1
1 2 1 0 1 0
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 0 1 2 1 2
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 0 1 2 1 2

,
Φ1 

S10 S11 S20
S11 S12 S21
S20 S21 S30


2 1 1 1 1 1
1 2 1 0 1 0
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 0 1 2 1 2
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 0 1 2 1 2

,
and
Φ2 

S01 S02 S11
S02 S03 S12
S11 S12 S21


1 1 1 1 1 1
1 0 1 2 1 2
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 2 1 0 1 0
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 2 1 0 1 0

.
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Note that rank Φ  3 and we have
QΦQ 

0.7898 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 2.7393 0.0000 0 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 6.4709 0.0000 0 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

,
QΦ1Q 

0.0263 0.0553 0.4953 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0553 2.3413 2.0942 0 0.0000 0.0000
0.4953 2.0942 5.3150 0 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

,
and
QΦ2Q 

0.0263 0.0553 0.4953 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0553 2.3413 2.0942 0 0.0000 0.0000
0.4953 2.0942 5.3150 0 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

,
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where Q 

0.8660 0.2376 0.4401 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.3347 0.7295 0.2649 0.0382 0.5331 0.0026
0.2305 0.1508 0.3721 0.0923 0.5327 0.7025
0.1262 0.4278 0.4792 0.6841 0.3172 0.0527
0.2305 0.1508 0.3721 0.0159 0.5336 0.7076
0.1262 0.4278 0.4792 0.7223 0.2159 0.0553

. Let
Φ˜ 

0.7898 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 2.7393 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 6.4709
,
Φ˜1 

0.0263 0.0553 0.4953
0.0553 2.3413 2.0942
0.4953 2.0942 5.3150
,
and
Φ˜2 

0.0263 0.0553 0.4953
0.0553 2.3413 2.0942
0.4953 2.0942 5.3150
.
Hence
Θ˜1  Φ˜1Φ˜1 

0.0334 0.0700 0.6271
0.0202 0.8547 0.7645
0.0765 0.3236 0.8214

and
Θ˜2  Φ˜1Φ˜2 

0.0334 0.0700 0.6271
0.0202 0.8547 0.7645
0.0765 0.3236 0.8214
.
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Note that Θ˜1Θ˜2  Θ˜2Θ˜1 and Φ˜ 12 Θ˜1Φ˜ 12  U diagp1, 0, 1q U and Φ˜ 12 Θ˜2Φ˜ 12 
U diagp1, 0,1q U, where U 

0.2048 0.9744 0.0927
0.2497 0.1435 0.9576
0.9464 0.1730 0.2727
. We now know that
the support of theK-representing measure for tSγuγPΓ is given by tp1, 1q, p0, 0q, p1,1qu,
and we may put w1  p1, 1q, w2  p0, 0q, w3  p1,1q P K. Put
C  Q
Φ˜ 12U
0


1.0000 1.0000 0.0000
1.0000 0.0000 1.0000
1.0000 0.0000 0.0000
1.0000 0.0000 1.0000
1.0000 0.0000 0.0000
1.0000 0.0000 1.0000

.
We now calculate the densities. Write C  colpCλqλPΛ and note that C02 
1.0000 1.0000 0.0000
1.0000 0.0000 1.0000
,
whence we get T1 
1
1
1 1
 
1 1
1 1
¥ 0, T2 
1
0
1 0
 
1 0
0 0
¥
0 and T3 
 0
1
0 1
 
0 0
0 1
¥ 0. Thus a minimal K-representing measure
for tSγuγPΓ with 3-atoms is given by
Σ 
3¸
q1
Λpqqδwq 
1 1
1 1
δp1,1q  
1 0
0 0
δp0,0q  
0 0
0 1
δp1,1q.
Our next example will provide insight into the case when one is given data which
does not satisfy condition p2q of Theorem 3.1.8. We will see that Theorem 3.1.8 can
be used to rule out the existence of a minimal K-representing measure.
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Example 3.1.20. Let K  tpx1, x2q P R2 : x1 ¡ 0, x2 ¡ 0u. Suppose one is given the
real-valued sequence tsγuγPΓ, where Γ  pΛ  Λq Y pΛ  Λ  e1q Y pΛ  Λ  e2q, with
Λ  tλ P N20 : |λ| ¤ 1u, so that
ΦpΛq 

s00 s01 s10
s01 s02 s11
s10 s11 s20


1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
,
Φ1pΛq 

s10 s11 s20
s11 s12 s21
s20 s21 s30


0 0 1
0 0 0
1 0 0
,
and
Φ2pΛq 

s01 s02 s11
s02 s03 s12
s11 s12 s21


0 1 0
1 0 0
0 0 0
.
We claim that tsγuγPΓ does not have a K-representing measure with 3-atoms. Suppose
it did. Then there must exist σ  °3q1 ρqδwq P m pRdq, where ρ1, ρ2, ρ3 are positive
real numbers and w1, w2, w3 are distinct points in K. Put sm  Σˆpmq, for all m P N20.
By Theorem 3.1.8, there must exist a lower inclusive set Λ˜ with 3 points so that
condition (1) and (2) hold in Theorem 3.1.8.
There are only 3 lower-inclusive sets in N20 which consist of only 3 points. First,
consider Λ1  tp0, 0q, p0, 1q, p1, 0qu then
Θ1pΛ1q  Φ1pΛ1qΦ1pΛ1q 

0 0 1
0 0 0
1 0 0

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and
Θ2pΛ1q  Φ1pΛ1qΦ2pΛ1q 

0 1 0
1 0 0
0 0 0
.
It is easy to see that Θ1pΛ1q and Θ2pΛ1q do not commute. Hence condition 2 of
Theorem 3.1.8 will not be satisfied.
Next, consider Λ2  tp0, 0q, p0, 1q, p0, 2qu. Then
ΦpΛ2q 

s00 s01 s02
s01 s02 s03
s02 s03 s04


1 0 1
0 1 0
1 0 s04
,
Φ1pΛ2q 

s10 s11 s12
s11 s12 s13
s12 s13 s14


0 0 0
0 0 s13
0 s13 s14
,
and
Φ2pΛ2q 

s01 s02 s03
s02 s03 s04
s03 s04 s05


0 1 0
1 0 s04
0 s04 s05
.
Note that we may assume that ΦpΛ2q ¡ 0, i.e., s04 ¡ 1, since Σ has 3-atoms. So then
Θ1pΛ2q  Φ1pΛ2qΦ1pΛ2q 

0  s13
s041  s14s041
0 0 s13
0 s13
s041
s14
s041

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and
Θ2pΛ2q  Φ1pΛ2qΦ2pΛ2q 

0 0  s05
s041
1 0 s04
0 1 s05
s041
.
Note that Θ1pΛ2q and Θ2pΛ2q commute only when s13  s14  0. So then Θ1pΛ2q 
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
and hence the K-inclusive eigenvalue property will not be satisfied.
Finally, consider Λ˜  Λ3  tp0, 0q, p1, 0q, p2, 0qu. Then
ΦpΛ3q 

s00 s10 s20
s10 s20 s30
s20 s30 s40


1 0 1
0 1 0
1 0 s40
,
Φ1pΛ3q 

s10 s20 s30
s20 s30 s40
s30 s40 s50


0 1 0
1 0 s40
0 s40 s50
,
and
Φ2pΛ3q 

s01 s11 s21
s11 s21 s31
s21 s31 s41


0 0 0
0 0 s31
0 s31 s41
.
Note that we may assume that ΦpΛ3q ¡ 0, i.e., s40 ¡ 1, since Σ has 3-atoms. So then
Θ1pΛ3q  Φ1pΛ3qΦ1pΛ3q 

0 0  s50
s401
1 0 s40
0 1 s50
s401

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and
Θ2pΛ3q  Φ1pΛ3qΦ2pΛ3q 

0  s31
s401  s41s401
0 0 s31
0 s31
s401
s41
s401
.
Note that Θ1pΛ3q and Θ2pΛ3q commute only when then s31  s41  0. So then
Θ2pΛ3q 

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
 and hence the K-inclusive eigenvalue property will not be
satisfied.
Remark 3.1.21. In point of fact, one can show that tsγuγPΓ in Example 3.1.20 does not
have a representing measure with 3-atoms. Note that although a choice of Λ2 and Λ3
lead to the existence of commuting Θ1 and Θ2, it is not hard to see the representing
measures that are produced, in both cases, are not representing measures for tsγuγPΓ.
It is helpful to point out that if one was given the sequence tSγuγPΓ, where Sγ P Hp
with p ¡ 1 then the procedure outlined in Example 3.1.20 is more complicated. One
would have to check all lower inclusive sets with cardinality at most rank Φ.
Suppose one is given data indexed by Λ   Λ, where Λ  Nd0 is a lattice set. An
immediate corollary of Theorem 3.1.8 is the following.
Corollary 3.1.22. Let K  Rd and Λ  Nd0 be a lattice set. Suppose the Hp-valued
sequence tSλ µuλ,µPΛ is given so that Φ  pSλ µqλ,µPΛ ¥ 0. Put Γ  pΛ   Λq Y pΛ  
Λ   e1q Y    Y pΛ   Λ   edq. If a Hp-valued sequence tSγuγPΓzpΛ Λq exists so that
Φ  pSλ µqλ,µPΛ and Φj  pSλ µ ejqλ,µPΛ, 1 ¤ j ¤ d, satisfy conditions (1) and (2)
in Theorem 3.1.8 are satisfied then tSγuγPΓ has a K-representing measure which is of
the form (3.7).
Proof. Apply Theorem 3.1.8 in a straightforward manner.
We now consider an example, using Corollary 3.1.22 which corresponds to the
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even case of the total-degree K-moment problem on Rd considered in [16].
Example 3.1.23. Let K  tpx1, x2q P R2 : x21   x22   1u and Λ  tp0, 0q, p0, 1q, p1, 0qu.
Suppose one is given tsλ µuλ,µPΛ, where s00  3, s10  s01  0, s20  s02  1, and
s11  s02. Put Γ  pΛ Λq Y pΛ Λ  e1q Y pΛ Λ  e2q  tm P N20 : |m| ¤ 3u and
let
Φ 

s00 s01 s10
s01 s02 s11
s10 s11 s20


3 0 0
0 1 1
0 1 1
,
Φ1 

s10 s11 s20
s11 s12 s21
s20 s21 s30


0 1 1
1 s12 s21
1 s21 s30
,
and
Φ2 

s01 s02 s11
s02 s03 s12
s11 s12 s21


0 1 1
1 s03 s12
1 s12 s21
.
Note that Φ ¥ 0 and rank Φ  2. We must choose s12, s21, s03, and s30 so that
condition (2) of Theorem 3.1.8 is satisfied. In order for Φ, Φ1, and Φ2 to admit
matrices Θ1,Θ2 which commute with respect to M  Ran Φ so that ΦΘj  Φj, we
must have Ran Φj  Ran Φ, j  1, 2. We wish to find all possible s12, s21, s03, s30 P R
so that with respect to the decomposition C3  Ran Φ ` Ker Φ we may write
Φ 
Φ˜ 0
0 0
,
Φ1 
Φ˜1 0
0 0
,
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and
Φ2 
Φ˜2 0
0 0
.
Notice QΦQ  diag p3, 2, 0q,
QΦ1Q 

0
?
2 0
?
2 1
2
s12  s21   12s30 12s30   12s30
0 1
2
s12   12s30 12s12   s21   12s30
,
and
QΦ2Q 

0 ?2 0
?2 1
2
s03  s12   12s21 12s03   12s21
0 1
2
s03   12s21 12s03   s12   12s21
,
where Q 

1 0 0
0  1?
2
1?
2
0 1?
2
1?
2
. Realize that Ran Φ1  Ran Φ yields that 12s12  12s30 
0 and 1
2
s12   s21   12s30  0, i.e., s12  s30 and s21  s30, with s30 being free. Next,
Ran Φ2  Ran Φ yields that 12s03  12s21  0 and 12s03 s12  12s21  0, i.e., s21  s03
and s12  s03. But then we get s30  s03 with s30 remaining free. Hence we get
QΦ1Q 

0
?
2 0
?
2 2s30 0
0 0 0

and
QΦ2Q 

0 ?2 0
?2 2s30 0
0 0 0
.
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Put Φ˜  diagp3, 2q, Φ˜1 
 0 ?2?
2 2s30
 and Φ˜2  Φ˜1. Then Θ˜1  Φ˜1Φ˜1  0
?
2
3?
22 s30
 and Θ˜2  Φ˜1Φ˜2  Θ˜1. Clearly Θ˜1 and Θ˜2 commute, for any
choice of s30. Finally, to satisfy condition (2) of Theorem 3.1.8, note that the eigen-
values of Θ˜1 and Θ˜2 are t12s30   16
a
9s230   12, 12s30  16
a
9s230   12u and t12s30 
1
6
a
9s230   12,12s30   16
a
9s230   12u, respectively. Thus choosing |s30|  
?
2
6
will lead
to condition (2) being satisfied in Theorem 3.1.8. In particular, when s30  0, a
K-representing measure Σ with 2-atoms is given by Σ  3
2
δp
?
3
3
,
?
3
3
q   32δp?3
3
,
?
3
3
q.
We end this Section by demonstrating a connection between Theorem 3.1.8 and a
result in [10]. Curto and Fialkow have considered scalar-valued K-moment problems
on Rd in the following setting. Given K  Rd and the real-valued sequence tsγuγPΓpnq,
where Γpnq  tγ P Nd0 : |γ| ¤ nu, we wish to find Σ PM pRdq so that Σˆpmq exists for
all m P Nd0,
Σˆpγq  sγ γ P Γ,
and
supp Σ  K.
Curto and Fialkow have developed the theory of flat extensions (see [10], [11], and
[12]). Define the lower inclusive set Λpnq  tλ P Nd0 : |λ| ¤ nu. We can order Λpnq
using the graded lexicographic order, i.e., first order the elements of Λpnq by total
degree and when two elements of Λpnq have the same total degree we order them by
the lexicographic ordering. For example, when d  2 and n  3,
Λp3q  tp0, 0q, p0, 1q, p1, 0q, p0, 2q, p1, 1q, p2, 0q, p0, 3q, p1, 2q, p2, 1q, p3, 0qu.
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If we are given the real-valued sequence tsγuγPΓp2nq then we can build the matrix
Mpnq  psλ µqλ,µPΛpnq.
We say that Mpnq ¥ 0 has a flat extension if there exists a real-valued sequence
tsγ˜uγ˜PΓp2n 2qzΓp2nq so that Mpn   1q ¥ 0 and rank Mpnq  rank Mpn   1q. The
following lemma, due to Sˇmul′jan, is a useful tool for analyzing flat extensions.
Lemma 3.1.24 ([46]). Let A ¥ 0. Then
Aext 
 A B
B C
¥ 0 (3.16)
and
rank Aext  rank A. (3.17)
if and only if there exists a matrix W so that AW  B and C  W AW .
Proof. Suppose (3.16) and (3.17) hold. Let
P
Q
be the square root of Aext, i.e.,
P
Q
P  Q
 
 A B
B C
. (3.18)
Hence we get PP   A 12A 12 , B  A 12Q, and QQ  C 12C 12 . Since Ran A  Ran A 12 ,
we have the existence of a matrix W so that AW  B. By (3.17) we then must have
BW  C, i.e., C  W AW.
Next, suppose a matrix W exists so that AW  B and C  W AW. Then it is
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easy to check that
Aext 
 A 12
W A
1
2
A 12 A 12W
 ¥ 0.
A result from [10] is the following, which We prove independently.
Theorem 3.1.25 ([10]). Let Λpnq  tλ P Nd0 : |λ| ¤ nu. Suppose the real-valued se-
quence tsλ µuλ,µPΛpnq is given. The sequence tsλ µuλ,µPΛpnq has a representing measure
of the form:
Σ 
k¸
q1
ρqδwq , (3.19)
where k  rank Mpnq, ρ1, . . . , ρk are positive real numbers, and w1, . . . , wk are distinct
points in Rd if and only if Mpnq  psλ µqλ,µPΛpnq ¥ 0 and there exists a sequence
psλ˜ µ˜qλ˜,µ˜PΛpn 1qzΛpnq so that Mpn   1q  psλ µqλ,µPΛpn 1q ¥ 0 and rank Mpn   1q 
rank Mpnq.
Remark 3.1.26. Laurent [32] and Laurent Mourrain [34] extended Theorem 3.1.25 to
the case when the given data is indexed by a lower inclusive set of the form Λ   Λ,
where Λ  Nd0 is an arbitrary lower inclusive set.
We shall prove Theorem 3.1.25 ultimately by using Theorem 3.1.8. However, first
we need two auxillary results.
Lemma 3.1.27. Let Λpnq  tλ P Nd0 : |λ| ¤ nu. Suppose the real-valued sequence
tsλ µuλ,µPΛpnq is given so that Mpnq  psλ µqλ,µPΛpnq ¥ 0. Suppose there exists a
sequence tsλ˜ µ˜uλ˜,µ˜PΛpn 1qzΛpnq so that the following hold:
Mpn  1q  psλ µqλ,µPΛpn 1q 
Mpnq B
B C
¥ 0, (3.20)
rank Mpn  1q  rank Mpnq, (3.21)
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where B  psλ µqλPΛpnq, µPΛpn 1qzΛpnq and C  psλ µqλ,µPΛpn 1qzΛpnq. Let Φ  Mpnq
and Φi  psλ µ eiqλ,µPΛpnq. Then there exist matrices tΘiudi1 so that ΦΘi  Φi and
ΦiΘj  ΦjΘi, 1 ¤ i, j ¤ d. (3.22)
Proof. Use (3.20) and (3.21) to invoke Lemma 3.1.24 to obtain a matrix W so that
B  ΦW and C  W ΦW. Let µ P Λpnq and µ˜ P Λpn   1qzΛpnq. If we let ϕµ 
colpsλ µqλPΛpnq and ϕ˜µ˜  colpsλ µqλPΛpn 1qzΛpnq then we can write
Φ  row

ϕλ


λPΛpnq
,
W  rowpwµqµPΛpn 1qzΛpnq,
B  rowpϕµqµPΛpn 1qzΛpnq,
C  rowpϕ˜µ˜qµ˜PΛpn 1qzΛpnq,
and
Φi  rowpϕµ   eiqµPΛpn 1qzΛpnq. (3.23)
Notice that ΦW  B gives
Φwµ  ϕµ, µ P Λpn  1qzΛpnq. (3.24)
Also, W ΦW  C gives W B  C, i.e.,
sµ µ˜  wµϕµ˜, µ, µ˜ P Λpn  1qzΛpnq, (3.25)
upon consideration of (3.24).
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Realize for any i P t1, . . . , du that Λpnq has the property that λ   ei P Λpnq only
when λ P Λpn1q. If we choose Θi 

M
piq
11 M
piq
12


, where M
piq
11  rowpeλ eiqλPΛpn1q
and M
piq
12  rowpwµ eiqµPΛpnqzΛpn1q then
ΦΘi 

N
piq
11 N
piq
12


,
where N
piq
11  rowpϕλ eiqλPΛpn1q and N piq12  rowpϕµ eiqµPΛpnqzΛpn1q, where we used
(3.24). Then it is clear that ΦΘi  Θi, 1 ¤ i ¤ d, where we used (3.23).
Next, we must check that ΦiΘj  ΦjΘi, 1 ¤ i, j ¤ d. Since Φi,Θi are matrices of
size card Λpnq it suffices to show that eλΦiΘjeµ  eλΦjΘieµ, for all λ, µ P Λpnq. Let
us remark that if λ   ei P Λpnq for any fixed i P t1, . . . , du then λ   ej P Λpnq for all
1 ¤ j ¤ d. Similarly, if λ   ei R Λpnq then λ   ej R Λpnq for all 1 ¤ j ¤ d. Thus the
following cases emerge for consideration. First let λ, µ P Λpnq so that µ   ei P Λpnq.
Then
eλΦiΘjeµ  pΦieλqΘjeµ
 pϕλ eiqeµ ej
 sλ µ ei ej ,
where we used (3.24) in the last equality. Similarly,
eλΦjΘieµ  pΦjeλqΘieµ
 ϕλ ejeµ ej
 sλ µ ej ei ,
where we used (3.24) in the last equality. Thus we get eλΦiΘjeµ  eλΦjΘieµ when
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µ  ei P Λpnq. Next, let λ, µ P Λpnq so that λ  ei P Λpnq and µ  ei R Λpnq. Then
eλΦiΘjeµ  pΦieλqΘjeµ
 pϕλ eiqwµ ej
 sλ µ ei ej ,
where we used (3.24) in the last equality. Similarly,
eλΦjΘieµ  pΦjeλqΘieµ
 ϕλ ejwµ ei
 sλ µ ej ei ,
where we used (3.24) in the last equality. Thus we get eλΦiΘjeµ  eλΦjΘieµ when
λ   ei P Λpnq and µ   ei R Λpnq. Finally, let λ, µ P Λpnq so that λ   ei R Λpnq and
µ  ei R Λpnq. Then
eλΦiΘjeµ  pΦieλqΘjeµ
 ϕλ eiwµ ej
 sλ µ ei ej ,
where we used (3.25). Similarly,
eλΦjΘieµ  pΦjeλqΘieµ
 ϕλ ejwµ ei
 sλ µ ej ei ,
where again we used (3.25). Thus we get eλΦiΘjeµ  eλΦjΘieµ when λ   ei R Λpnq
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and µ  ei R Λpnq. Finally, we arrive at ΦΘj  Φj, 1 ¤ j ¤ d.
Lemma 3.1.28. Suppose the σ  °kq1 ρjδwj P m pRdq is given, where ρ1, . . . , ρk are
positive real numbers and w1, . . . , wk are distinct points in Rd. For m P Nd0, put
sm 
»
xmdΣpxq.
There exists a lower inclusive set Λ  Nd0, and matrices Φ  psλ µqλ,µPΛ, Θ1, . . . ,Θd
so that ΦΘm11   Θmdd generates the infinite sequence tsmumPNd0 , i.e., for any m 
pm1, . . . ,mdq P Nd0, sm is an entry of the matrix ΦΘm11   Θmd1 .
Proof. Put wq  pxpqq1 , . . . , xpqqd q, 1 ¤ q ¤ k. For m P Nd0, we have sm 
°k
q1 ρjw
m
j .
By [42], we can find a lower inclusive set Λ˜  Nd0, with card Λ˜  k, so that V :
V pw1, . . . , wq; Λq is invertible. Put Φ  psλ µqλ,µPΛ and Φm  psλ µ mqλ,µPΛ and
notice that Φ  V TRV ¡ 0 (where we used that V is invertible) and
Φm  V TRXm11   Xmdd V, (3.26)
where R  diagpρ1, . . . , ρkq and Xj  diagpxp1qj , . . . , xpkqj q, 1 ¤ j ¤ d. Note that
sm can be found in the (1,1) entry of the matrix Φm  psλ µ mqλ,µPΛ. Realize that
ΦΘj  Φj has a unique solution given by
Θj  Φ1Φj  V 1XjV, 1 ¤ j ¤ d.
To complete the proof, realize that
ΦΘm11   Θmdd  V TRV pV 1Xm11 V q    pV 1Xmdd V q
 V TRXm11   Xmdd V
 Φm,
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where we used (3.26) to get the last equality.
We are now ready to prove Theorem 3.1.25.
Proof of Theorem 3.1.25. For sufficiency, suppose Mpnq ¥ 0,Mpn   1q ¥ 0, and
rank Mpn   1q  rank Mpnq. Then if we let Φ  Mpnq and Φi  psλ µ eiqλ,µPΛpnq
then Lemma 3.1.27 yields the existence of matrices tΘiudi1 so that ΦΘi  Φi and
ΦiΘj  ΦjΘi, 1 ¤ i, j ¤ d. If we write Cr  Ran Φ`Ker Φ then with respect to this
decomposition we have Φ 
Φ˜ 0
0 0
, Φi 
Φ˜i 0
0 0
, and Θi 
Θ˜i 0
 
, where we
used that ΦΘi  Φi, 1 ¤ i ¤ d. Thus ΦiΘj  ΦjΘi yields
Φ˜Θ˜iΘ˜j  Φ˜Θ˜jΘ˜j,
i.e., Θ˜iΘ˜j  Φ˜Θ˜jΘ˜i, 1 ¤ i, j ¤ d, since Φ˜ is invertible. We then deduce that
Θ1, . . . ,Θd commute with respect to M  Ran Φ. Thus Theorem 3.1.8 yields that
there exists a measure of the form (3.19).
For necessity, suppose that Σ  °kq1 ρqδwq is given, where ρ1, . . . , ρk are positive
real numbers and w1, . . . , wk are distinct points in Rd. Put
sm 
»
xmdΣpxq 
k¸
q1
ρqw
m
q , m P Nd0.
Lemma 3.1.28 gives the existence of a lower inclusive set Λ˜ so that we can construct
Φ  psλ˜ µ˜qλ˜,µ˜PΛ˜ ¡ 0 and Θ1, . . . ,Θd, so that tsmumPNd0 is generated by ΦΘ
m1
1   Θmdd .
We now construct the infinite matrix H : pHmqmPNd0 ¥ 0, where Hm  ΦΘ
m1
1   Θmdd .
Note that by construction we get rank H  rank Φ. Notice thatMpnq  psλ µqλ,µPΛpnq,
B  psβ β˜qβPΛpnq,|β˜|n 1 and C  psγ γ˜q|γ||γ˜|n 1 form a block matrix Mpn   1q Mpnq B
B C
, which is a principal submatrix of H. Hence Mpn  1q ¥ 0 and we also
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get rank Mpn  1q  rank Mpnq since rank H  rank Φ. l
3.2 The truncated matrix-valued K-moment problem on Cd
In this Section We consider the truncated matrix-valued K-moment problem on
Cd, for data indexed in a manner similar to that in Section 3.1. Similar matricial
conditions, which depend on the data, end up being sufficient in any number of
variables. This is due to the fact that the matrix factorization result used in Section
3.1 carries over naturally into the complex setting. In contrast to the real setting, we
only prove the necessity of the conditions in one variable. This is due to the lack of
a complex multivariable interpolation result similar to Theorem 3.1.14.
We now consider the truncated matrix-valued K-moment problem on Cd. First,
We introduce some preliminary notions and definitions. Let
z  pz1, . . . , zdq P Cd and z¯  pz¯1, . . . , z¯dq P Cd.
The power moments of Σ PM pCdq are defined by the formulae,
Σˆpm,nq 
»
z¯mzndΣpzq, (3.27)
where m,n P Nd0, provided the integrals converge. Given a set K  Cd and a lattice
set Γ  Nd0  Nd0, let tSpλ,µqupλ,µqPΓ be a given Cpp-valued sequence. We look for
Σ PM pCdq such that νˆpm,nq exists for all m,n P Nd0,
Σˆpλ, µq  Spλ,µq, for all pλ, µq P Γ, (3.28)
and
supp ν  K. (3.29)
Notice that Nd0  Nd0  N2d0 . We denote the 2d-tuple with all zeros except for
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a one in the j-th, 1 ¤ j ¤ d, entry by pej, 0dq. Next, We denote the 2d-tuple
with all zeros except for a one in the pd   jq-th, 1 ¤ j ¤ d, entry by p0d, ejq. We
say a finite set Λ  Nd0  Nd0 is a lattice set when for all pλ, µq P Λ there exist
pλ1, µ1q  p0d, 0dq, . . . , pλk, µkq P Λ, i1, . . . ik P t0, 1u and j1, . . . , jk P t1, . . . , du so that
pλ2, µ2q  pλ1, µ1q   pi1ej1 , p1  i1qej1q
...
pλ, µq  pλk, µkq   pikejk , p1  ikqejkq,
where k  |pλ, µq|. Given a set Λ  Nd0 Nd0, we define the set ΛT  tpµ, λq : pλ, µq P
Λu and put
Γ  pΛ   ΛT q Y
d¤
j1
pΛ   ΛT   pej, 0dq Y pΛ   ΛT   p0d, ejqq, (3.30)
which will serve as an indexing set for the given pp matrices tSpλ,νqupλ,µqPΓ. Introduce
the matrix Φ as follows. Index the rows and of the matrix Φ by Λ and the columns
of Φ by ΛT . Let the entry in the row indexed by pα, βq P Λ and the column indexed
by pµ, λq P ΛT be given by Spα βq pµ,λq. That is,
Φ  pSpα µ,β λqqpα,βqPΛ, pµ,λqPΛT .
Next, introduce the matrix Φzj as follows. Index the rows of Φzj by Λ and columns
of Φzj by Λ
T . Let the entry in the row indexed by pα, βq P Λ and the column indexed
by pµ, λq P ΛT be given by Spα βq pµ,λq p0d,ejq, 1 ¤ j ¤ d. That is,
Φzj  pSpα µ,β λ ejqqpα,βqPΛ, pµ,λqPΛT , 1 ¤ j ¤ d.
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Finally, introduce the matrix Φz¯j as follows. Index the rows of Φz¯j by Λ and the
columns of Φz¯j by Λ
T . Let the entry in the row indexed by pα, βq P Λ and the column
indexed by pµ, λq P ΛT be given by Spα,βq pµ,λq pej ,0dq, 1 ¤ j ¤ d. That is,
Φz¯j  pSpα µ ej ,β λqqpα,βqPΛ, pµ,λqPΛT , 1 ¤ j ¤ d.
Note that since νˆpm,nq  νˆpn,mq we necessarily have that Φ  Φ and Φzj 
Φz¯j , 1 ¤ j ¤ d.
Let us consider the following example, which illustrates how Φ, Φz1 ,Φz¯1 . . . ,Φzd ,
Φz¯d are constructed with respect to a particular lattice set Λ  N0  N0.
Example 3.2.1. Let Λ  tp0, 0q, p0, 1q, p1, 0qu. Then ΛT  tp0, 0q, p1, 0q, p0, 1qu and
Γ  pΛ ΛT qY pΛ ΛT  p1, 0qqY pΛ ΛT  p0, 1qq  tpm,nq P N20 : 0 ¤ m n ¤ 3u.
We get the following matrices:
Φ 

S00 S10 S01
S01 S11 S02
S10 S20 S11
,
Φz1 

S10 S20 S11
S11 S21 S12
S20 S30 S21
,
and
Φz1 

S01 S11 S02
S02 S12 S12
S11 S21 S12
.
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Let us catalog some basic necessary conditions for given data to have a representing
measure.
Lemma 3.2.2. Let L  Nd0  Nd0, with card L  k, and suppose the Cpp-valued
sequence tSγuγPΓ, where Γ  L LT , is given. Let Φ  pSpα,βq pµ,λqqpα,βqPL, pµ,λqPLT . If
tSγuγPΓ has a representing measure ν then Φ ¥ 0.
Proof. For any vector y  colpypα,βqqpα,βqPΛ P Ckp, we have
»
Cd
C
dνpzq
¸
pα,βqPL
z¯αzβypα,βq,
¸
pλ,µqPL
z¯λzµypλ,µq
G
¥ 0. (3.31)
If we use the sesquilinearity of x, y then (3.4) becomes
¸
pα,βqPL
»
Cd
z¯αzβxdνpzqypα,βq,
¸
pλ,µqPL
z¯λ, zµypλ,µqy ¥ 0.
Antilinearity and sequilinearity of x, y yield
¸
pα,βq,pλ,µqPL
»
Cd
z¯α µzβ λxdνpzqypλ,µq, ypλ,µqy ¥ 0.
Use the fact that Sγ,γ˜ 
³
Cd z¯
γzγ˜dνpzq for any pγ, γ˜q P Γ, so then we get
¸
pα,βq,pλ,µqPL
xSpα µ,β λqypα,βq, ypλ,µqy ¥ 0,
i.e., Φ ¥ 0.
Lemma 3.2.3. Let L, tSγuγPΓ and Φ be as in Lemma 3.2.2. If tSγuγPΓ has a finitely
atomic representing measure ν, i.e., ν  °kq1 Λpqqδuq , where T1, . . . , Tk ¥ 0 and
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u1, . . . , uk are distinct points in Cd, then
rank Φ ¤
k¸
q1
rank Λpqq. (3.32)
Proof. For pm,nq P Nd0  Nd0,
Spm,nq 
»
z¯mzndνpzq,

k¸
q1
Λpqqu¯mq unq .
One can check that
Φ  pSpα,βq pµ,λqqpα,βqPL, pµ,λqPLT  pV b IpqRpV b Ipq (3.33)
where V 

u¯λ11 u
µ1
1 . . . u¯
λk
1 u
µk
1
...
...
u¯λ1k u
µ1
k . . . u¯
λk
k u
µk
k
 and R  T1 `    ` Tk. We then get rank Φ ¤
rank R, whence we arrive at (3.5).
We now formulate the main result of Section 3.2, which provides conditions on
a set of given square matrices, indexed by a particular family of lattice sets, whose
construction was given in (3.30), to admit a minimal K-representing measure on Cd.
Theorem 3.2.4. Let K  Cd, Λ  Nd0  Nd0 be a lattice set and suppose the Cpp-
valued sequence tSγuγPΓ, where
Γ  pΛ   ΛT q Y
d¤
j1
pΛ   ΛT   pej, 0qq Y pΛ   ΛT   p0, ejqq,
is given. Let
Φ  pSpα,βq pµ,λqqpα,βqPΛ, pµ,λqPΛT ,
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Φzj  pSpα,βq pµ,λq p0,ejqqpα,βqPΛ, pµ,λqPΛT , 1 ¤ j ¤ d,
and
Φz¯j  pSpα,βq pµ,λq pej ,0qqpα,βqPΛ, pµ,λqPΛT , 1 ¤ j ¤ d.
There exists a solution to the truncated matrix-valued K-moment problem on Cd, i.e.,
there exists Σ PM pCdq so that (3.28) and (3.29) hold if the following conditions are
satisfied:
1. Φ © 0 and Φzj  Φzj ;
2. There exist matrices Θz1 , . . . ,Θzd ,Θz¯1 , . . . ,Θz¯d which commute with respect to
M  Ran Φ so that
(i) ΦΘzj  Φzj , and ΦΘz¯j  Φz¯j , 1 ¤ j ¤ d;
(ii) Θz1 , . . . ,Θzd satisfy the K-inclusive eigenvalue property with respect to
M  Ran Φ.
In that case, we can find Σ of the following form:
ν 
k¸
q1
Λpqqδuq , (3.34)
where u1, . . . , uk are different points in Cd and T1, . . . , Tk ¥ 0 with
°k
q1 rank Λpqq 
rank Φ, i.e., Σ is minimal.
Remark 3.2.5. Since the measure Σ constructed in Theorem 3.2.4 has finite support,
all moments ˆνpm,nq, pm,nq P Nd0  Nd0, automatically exist.
Remark 3.2.6. When K  Cd in Theorem 3.2.4, condition (2)(ii) in Theorem 3.2.4
can be omitted.
We now prove useful matrix factorization results which are analogous to Lemma
3.1.15 and Theorem 3.1.16, respectively.
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Lemma 3.2.7. Let A © 0 and Bj be p p matrices so that there are matrices
W1, . . .Wd, Y1, . . . , Yd which commute with respect to M  Ran A and satisfy AWj 
Bj and AYj  Bj , 1 ¤ j ¤ d. Put k  rank A. Then there exist k  k diagonal
matrices D1, . . . , Dd and a p k injective matrix C so that
A  CC and Bj  CDjC, 1 ¤ j ¤ d. (3.35)
Proof. Decompose Cp  Ran A`Ker A. We claim that, with respect to this decom-
position,
A 
A˜ 0
0 0
, Wj 
W˜j 0
 
, Yj 
Y˜j 0
 
, and Bj 
B˜j 0
0 0
, 1 ¤ j ¤ d.
A priori, with respect to the decomposition Cp  Ran A` Ker A, we have
A 
A˜ 0
0 0
,
Bj 
 B˜j Bpjq12
B
pjq
21 B
pjq
22
,
Wj 
W˜j W pjq12
 
,
and
Yj 
Y˜j Y pjq12
 
.
Then AWj  Bj gives that W pjq12  A˜1Bpjq12 and Bpjq21  Bpjq22  0. Next, AYj  Bj
gives that Y
pjq
12  A˜1Bpjq21  Bpjq12  0 and hence W pjq12  0, 1 ¤ j ¤ d, and so we have
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the claim. We also have that W˜ j  Y˜j, since AWj  B and AYj  B, 1 ¤ j ¤ d.
SinceW1, . . . ,Wd, Y1, . . . , Yd commute with respect toM  Ran A, we get W˜1, . . . , W˜d, Y˜1, . . . , Y˜d
commute. Thus we have that A˜
1
2 W˜jA˜
 1
2 and A˜
1
2 Y˜jA˜
 1
2 , 1 ¤ j ¤ d, are commuting
normal matrices. Note that normality follows from the fact that pA˜ 12 W˜jA˜ 12 q 
A˜
1
2 Y˜jA˜
 1
2 , where we used that W˜ j  A˜Y˜jA˜1, 1 ¤ j ¤ d.
Thus there must exist a unitary U and diagonal Dj so that
A˜
1
2 W˜jA˜
 1
2  UDjU (3.36)
and
A˜
1
2 Y˜jA˜
 1
2  UDjU. (3.37)
Put C 
A˜ 12
0
U so then A  CC and Bj  CDjC, 1 ¤ j ¤ d.
Theorem 3.2.8. Let Λ  Nd0  Nd0, with card Λ  a, be a lattice set and
Γ  pΛ   ΛT q Y
d¤
j1
pΛ   ΛT   pej, 0qq Y pΛ   ΛT   p0, ejqq.
Suppose the Cpp-valued sequence tSpγ,γ˜qupγ,γ˜qPΓ is given. Set
Φ  pSpλ,µq pβ,αqqpλ,µqPΛ,pβ,αqPΛT ,
Φzj  pSpλ,µq pβ,αq p0d,ejqqpλ,µqPΛ,pβ,αqPΛT , 1 ¤ j ¤ d,
Φz¯j  pSpλ,µq pβ,αq pej ,0dqqpλ,βqPΛ,pβ,αqPΛT , 1 ¤ j ¤ d,
and put k  rank Φ. Suppose that Φ ¥ 0 and Θz1 , . . . ,Θzd ,Θz¯1 , . . . ,Θz¯d are ap  ap
matrices which commute with respect to M  Ran Φ and satisfy ΦΘzj  Φj and
ΦΘz¯j  Φj , 1 ¤ j ¤ d. Then there exist a p k matrix Cp0d,0dq and a k  k diagonal
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matrices D1, . . . , Dd so that
Spγ,γ˜q  Cp0d,0dqpDg11   Dgdd qDg˜11   Dg˜dd Cp0d,0dq, (3.38)
for all γ  pg1, . . . , gdq, γ˜  pg˜1, . . . , g˜dq so that pγ, γ˜q P Γ.
Proof. Consider A  Φ, Wj  Θzj , Yj  Θz¯j , Bj  Φzj , 1 ¤ j ¤ d. Then A ¥ 0
and W1, . . . ,Wd, Y1, . . . , Yd are matrices which commute with respect toM  Ran A,
satisfy AWj  Bj, and AYj  Bj , 1 ¤ i ¤ d. We can apply Lemma 3.2.7 to obtain
an injective matrix C and diagonal matrices D1, . . . , Dd so that
Φ  CC and Φzj  CDjC, 1 ¤ j ¤ d.
Write C  colpCpα,βqqpα,βqPΛ. When pα, βq P Λ and pµ, λq, pµ, λq   pej, 0dq P ΛT , we
get pλ, µq, pλ, µq   p0d, ejq P Λ and pβ, αq P ΛT . Realize
Spα,βq pµ,λq pej ,0dq  Cpα,βqCpλ,µq p0d,ejq,
 Cpα,βqDjCpλ,µq. (3.39)
Notice that (3.39) implies
CpCpλ,µq p0d,ejq DjCpλ,µqq  0. (3.40)
Since C is injective, (3.40) yields
Cpλ,µq p0d,ejq  Cpλ,µqDj, (3.41)
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whenever pλ, µq, pλ, µq   p0d, ejq P Λ. It is also not hard to see that we also have
Cpλ,µq pej ,0dq  Cpλ,µqDj , (3.42)
whenever pλ, µq, pλ, µq   pej, 0dq P Λ.
Consider pλ, µq P Λ, where λ  pl1, . . . , ldq and µ  pm1, . . . ,mdq. Since Λ is a
lattice set, there exist pλ1, µ1q . . . , pλk, µkq P Λ, i1, . . . , ik P t0, 1u, and j1, . . . , jk P
t1, . . . , du so that
pλ1, µ1q  pi1ej1 , p1  i1qej1q,
...
pλ, µq  pλk, µkq   pikejk , p1  ikqejkq.
Choose pα, βq  pλ, µq  pikejk , p1  ikqejkq so that (3.41) and (3.42) give
Cpλ,µq 
$'&'% Cα,βDjk if ik  1;Cα,βDjk if ik  0.
Continuing this way we arrive at
Cpλ,µq  Cp0d,0dqpDl11 q    pDldd qDm11   Dmdd . (3.43)
But then Φ  CC and Φzj  CDjC, 1 ¤ j ¤ d, give (3.11).
Remark 3.2.9. Similar to Theorem 3.1.16, the fact that Λ was a lattice was used to
achieve the factorization in (3.38). As We see, (3.38) will be useful when proving
Theorem 3.2.4.
We are now ready to prove Theorem 3.2.4.
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Proof of Theorem 3.2.4. Suppose Φ © 0 and there exist matrices
Θz1 , . . . ,Θzd ,Θz¯1 , . . . ,Θz¯d which commute with respect to M  Ran Φ and
Θz1 , . . . ,Θzd satisfy theK-inclusive eigenvalue property, ΦΘzj  Θzj , and ΦΘz¯j  Φz¯j ,
1 ¤ j ¤ d. Write
Θzj 
Θ˜zj 0
 
:
Ran Φ Ran Φ
` Ñ `
Ker Φ Ker Φ
, 1 ¤ j ¤ d,
and so must have the existence of an invertible matrix S so that S1Θ˜zjS  diagpup1qj , . . . , uprqj q,
1 ¤ j ¤ d, where r  rank Φ and pupqq1 , . . . , upqqd q P K, 1 ¤ q ¤ r. Use Theorem 3.2.8
to obtain an injective matrix C  colpCpλ,µqqpλ,µqPΛ and diagonal matrices D1, . . . , Dd
so that Φ  CC, Φzj  CDjC, and Φz¯j  CDjC, 1 ¤ j ¤ d. By (3.36), we
have that Dj  diagpup1qj , . . . , uprqj q, 1 ¤ j ¤ d. Write Cp0d,0dq 

c1    cr


, where
c1, . . . , cr P Cp. Then (3.38) holds. Without loss of generality, assume c1, . . . , ck are
distinct. Fix q P t1, . . . , ku and consider the set Iq  tα P t1, . . . , ru : cα  cqu. Note
that
card
¤
q1,...,r
Iq  r.
Let Λpqq  °αPIq cαcα ¥ 0 and note (3.43) gives that tcαuαPIq is linearly independent
since C is injective. Hence rank Λpqq  card Iq and so we get
rank Λpqq  card Iq, 1 ¤ q ¤ k,
i.e.,
°k
q1 rank Tj  r and so rank Φ 
°k
q1 rank Λpqq. Put Σ as in the statement of
Theorem 3.2.4. One can directly verify (3.28) and (3.29). Note that the existence of
all subsequent moments follows from Remark 3.2.5. l
Finally We state a converse to Theorem 3.2.4 when d  1.
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Theorem 3.2.10. Let
Σ 
k¸
q1
Λpqqδuq
be given, where T1, . . . , Tk ¥ 0 and u1, . . . , uk are different points in K  C. Put
Spm,nq 
³
z¯mzndνpzq. There exists a lower inclusive set Λ˜  N0 with k points so that
we can build
Φ  pSpα,βq pµ,λqqpα,βqPΛ˜, pµ,λqPΛ˜T ,
Φz1  pSλ µ p0,e1qqpα,βqPΛ˜, pµ,λqPΛ˜T ,
and
Φz¯1  pSλ µ pe1,0qqpα,βqPΛ˜, pµ,λqPΛ˜T
so that conditions p1q and p2q in Theorem 3.2.4 hold. Moreover, we have that rank Φ °k
q1 rank Λpqq.
Proof. Simply choose p0, 0q, . . . , p0, k  1q and notice that the Vandermonde matrix
V 

1    uk11
...
...
1    uk1k

is invertible, due to u1, . . . , uk P C being distinct. One can check that Φ  V RV ¥ 0,
Φz1  pV b IpqRZpV b Ipq and Φz¯1  pV b IpqRZpV b Ipq, where R  T1`  `Tk
and Z  u1Ip `    ` ukIp. Choosing
Θz1  pV q1ZV
and
Θz¯1  pV q1ZV
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yield Θz1 and Θz¯1 which commute with respect toM  Ran Φ. Note that Θz1 satisfies
the K-inclusive property with respect to M  Ran Φ, ΦΘz1  Φz1 , and ΦΘz¯1  Φz¯1 .
Moreover, by construction we have that
°k
q1 rank Λpqq  rank Φ.
We end this Section by posing a question which would lead to a generalization of
Theorem 3.2.10 when d ¡ 1. Given distinct points u1, . . . , uk P Cd can one choose
pα1, β1q, . . . , pαk, βkq, which form a lattice set in Nd0, so that
u¯α11 u
β1
1    u¯α11 uβk1
...
...
u¯α1k u
β1
k    u¯αkk uβkk

is invertible?
3.3 The truncated matrix-valued K-moment problem on Td
In this Section we consider the truncated matrix-valued K-moment problem on
Td, for data indexed in a manner similar to that in Section 3.1. Similar matricial
conditions, which depend on the data, end up being sufficient in any number of
variables (just like the complex setting given in Section 3.2). This is due to the fact
that the matrix factorization result used in Section 3.1 carries over naturally into the
trigonometric setting. In contrast to the real setting, we only prove the necessity of
the conditions in one or two variables. The two variable case rests on a way to choose
a lattice set so that a multivariable Vandermonde matrix is invertible.
We now consider the truncated matrix-valued K-moment problem on Td. First,
we introduce some preliminary notions and definitions. The power moments of Σ P
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M pTdq on Td are defined by the formulae,
Σˆpmq :
»
zmdΣpzq :
»
Td
zmdΣpzq, (3.44)
where m P Zd, provided the integrals converge. Note that Σˆpmq  Σˆpmq. For
m  pm1, . . . ,mdq P Zd, we define the length |m|  |m1|   . . .   |md|. We say that a
finite subset Λ  Zd is a lattice set when for all λ P Λ, there exist i1, . . . , ik P t1, 1u,
j1, . . . , jk P t1, . . . , du, and λ1  0d, . . . , λk so that
λ2  λ1   i1ej1
...
λ  λk   ikejk ,
where |λ|  k. We say a lattice set Λ  Zd is symmetric when λ P Λ if and only if
λ P Λ. Given a symmetric lattice set Γ  Zd, let tSmumPΓ be a given Cpp-valued
sequence. We look for Σ PM pTdq so that Σˆpmq exists for all m P Zd,
Σˆpmq  Sm, for all m P Γ, (3.45)
and
supp Σ  K. (3.46)
Given a set Λ  Nd0, we define
Λ  Λ  tλ µ : λ, µ P Λu,
Λ  Λ   ej  tλ µ  ej : λ, µ P Λu,
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and
Λ  Λ  ej  tλ µ ej : λ, µ P Λu, 1 ¤ j ¤ d.
Given a lattice set Λ  Nd0, put
Γ  pΛ  Λq Y
d¤
j1
ppΛ  Λ   ejq Y pΛ  Λ  ejqq. (3.47)
Note that Γ in (3.47) is a symmetric lattice set. In addition, Γ will serve as an
indexing set for the given Cpp-valued sequence tSγuγPΓ. Introduce the matrix Φ as
follows. Index the rows and of the matrix Φ by Λ and the columns of Φ by Λ. Let
the entry in the row indexed by λ and the column indexed by µ be given by Sλµ.
That is,
Φ  pSλµqλ,µPΛ.
Next, introduce the matrix Φj as follows. Index the rows of Φj by Λ and columns
of Φj by Λ. Let the entry in the row indexed by λ and the column indexed by µ be
given by Sλµ ej , 1 ¤ j ¤ d. That is,
Φj  pSλµ ejqλ,µPΛ, 1 ¤ j ¤ d.
Finally, introduce the matrix Φj as follows. Index the rows of Φj by Λ and the
columns of Φj by Λ. Let the entry in the row indexed by λ and the column indexed
by µ be given by Sλµej , 1 ¤ j ¤ d. That is,
Φj  pSλµejqλ,µPΛ, 1 ¤ j ¤ d.
Note that since Σˆpmq  Σˆpmq, we necessarily have Φ  Φ and also Φj  Φj, 1 ¤
j ¤ d.
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Let us consider the following example, which illustrates how Γ,Φ, Φ1,Φ1, . . . ,
Φd,Φd are constructed with respect to a particular lattice set Λ  N20.
Example 3.3.1. Let Λ  tp0, 0q, p0, 1q, p1, 0qu. Then
Γ  pΛ  Λq Y pΛ  Λ   p1, 0qq Y pΛ   Λ  p1, 0qq Y pΛ  Λ   p0, 1qq Y pΛ  Λ  p0, 1qq
 tm P Z2 : 0 ¤ |m| ¤ 3uztp3, 0q, p0, 3q, p3, 0q, p0,3qu.
We get the following matrices:
Φ 

Sp0,0q Sp0,1q Sp1,0q
Sp0,1q Sp0,0q Sp1,1q
Sp1,0q Sp1,1q Sp0,0q
,
Φ1 

Sp1,0q Sp1,1q Sp0,0q
Sp1,1q Sp1,0q Sp0,1q
Sp2,0q Sp2,1q Sp1,0q
, Φ1 

Sp1,0q Sp1,1q Sp2,0q
Sp1,1q Sp1,0q Sp2,1q
Sp0,0q Sp0,1q Sp1,0q
,
Φ2 

Sp0,1q Sp0,0q Sp1,1q
Sp0,2q Sp0,1q Sp1,2q
Sp1,1q Sp1,0q Sp0,1q
, and Φ2 

Sp0,1q Sp0,2q Sp1,1q
Sp0,0q Sp0,1q Sp1,0q
Sp1,1q Sp1,2q Sp0,1q
.
Let us catalog some basic necessary conditions for given data to have a representing
measure.
Lemma 3.3.2. Let L  tl1, . . . , lku  Nd0 and suppose the Cpp-valued sequence
tSγuγPΓ, where Γ  LL, is given. Let Φ  pSλµqλ,µPL. If tSγuγPΓ has a representing
measure Σ PM pTdq then Φ © 0.
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Proof. For any vector y  colpyλqλPΛ P Ckp, we have
»
xdΣpzq
¸
λPL
yλz
λ,
¸
µPL
yµz
µy ¥ 0. (3.48)
If we use the sesquilinearity of x, y then (3.48) becomes
¸
λ,µPL
»
zλµxdΣpzqyλ, yµy ¥ 0,
where we used the fact that z P Td. Use the fact that Sγ 
³
zγdΣpzq, for any γ P Γ,
so then (3.48) becomes ¸
λ,µPL
xSλµyλ, yµy ¥ 0,
i.e., Φ © 0.
Lemma 3.3.3. Let L, tSγuγPΓ and Φ be as in Lemma 3.1.3. If tSγuγPΓ has a finitely
atomic representing measure Σ  °kq1 Λpqqδbq , where T1, . . . , Tk ¥ 0 and b1, . . . , bk
are distinct points in Td, then
rank Φ ¤
k¸
q1
rank Λpqq. (3.49)
Proof. For m P Zd,
Sm 
»
zmdΣpzq,

k¸
q1
Λpqqbmq .
One can check that
Φ  pSλµqλ,µPL  pV b IpqRpV b Ipq, (3.50)
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where V 

b
l1
1 . . . b
lk
k
...
...
b
l1
k . . . b
lk
k
 and R  T1 `    ` Tk. We then get rank Φ ¤ rank R,
whence we arrive at (3.49).
We now formulate the main result of this Section, which provides conditions on a
set of given square matrices, indexed by a particular family of symmetric lattice sets,
whose construction was given in (3.47), to admit a minimal representing measure
supported on a given set K  Td.
Theorem 3.3.4. Let K  Td, Λ  Nd0 be a lattice set, and suppose the Cpp-valued
sequence tSγuγPΓ, where
Γ  pΛ  Λq Y
d¤
j1
pΛ  Λ   ejq Y pΛ  Λ  ejq,
is given. Let
Φ  pSλµqλ,µPΛ,
Φj  pSλµ ejqλ,µPΛ, 1 ¤ j ¤ d,
and
Φj  pSλµejqλ,µPΛ, 1 ¤ j ¤ d.
There exists a solution to the truncated matrix-valued K-moment problem on Td, i.e.,
there exists Σ P M pTdq so that (3.45) and (3.46) hold, if the following conditions
are satisfied:
1. Φ © 0 and Φj  Φj, 1 ¤ j ¤ d;
2. There exist matrices Θ1, . . . ,Θd,Θ1 . . . ,Θd which commute with respect to
M  Ran Φ so that
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(i) ΦΘj  Φj and ΦΘj  Φj, 1 ¤ j ¤ d;
(ii) Θ1, . . . ,Θd have the K-inclusive eigenvalue property with respect to M 
Ran Φ.
In that case, we can find Σ PM pTdq of the following form:
Σ 
k¸
q1
Λpqqδbq , (3.51)
where b1, . . . , bk are different points in K and T1, . . . , Tk ¥ 0 with
°k
q1 rank Λpqq 
rank Φ.
Conversely, when d  1, 2, if Σ is of the form (3.51), where T1, . . . , Tk ¥ 0
and b1, . . . , bk are different points in K  Td, there exists a lower inclusive set
Λ˜  Nd0, with k points, so that Φ  pSλµqλ,µPΛ˜, Φj  pSλµ ejqλ,µPΛ˜, and Φj 
pSλµejqλ,µPΛ, 1 ¤ j ¤ d, satisfying conditions p1q and p2q, where Sm 
³
zmdΣpzq,
m P Zd. Moreover, we get that rank Φ  °kq1 rank Λpqq.
Remark 3.3.5. Since the measure Σ constructed in Theorem 3.3.4 has finite support,
all moments Σˆpmq, m P Zd automatically exist.
Remark 3.3.6. When K  Td in Theorem 3.3.4, condition p2q simplifies to Φ˜ 12 Θ˜jΦ˜ 12
and Φ˜
1
2 Θ˜jΦ˜
1
2 , 1 ¤ j ¤ d, are unitary.
In order to prove Theorem 3.3.4 we must prove a result for two-variable Vander-
monde matrices and prove a factorization result analogous to Theorem 3.1.16 and
Theorem 3.2.8. Given a sequence of distinct points b1, . . . , bn in T2 and a lower inclu-
sive set tλ1, . . . , λmu  N20 we define
V pb1, . . . , bn; Λq : pbλji qi1,...,n; j1,...,m.
Consider the following example.
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Example 3.3.7. If b1  p1, 1q, b2  p1, 1q and w3  pi, 1q and Λ  tp0, 0q, p0, 1q, p1, 0qu,
then
V pb1, b2, b3; Λq 

1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 i
.
Note that Example 3.3.7 illustrates that unlike square Vandermonde matrices in
one variable, distinctness of points in two or more variables is not enough to guarantee
invertibility. A natural question is the following. Given distinct points b1, . . . , bn in T2,
can one construct a lower inclusive set Λ  tλ1, . . . , λnu  N20 so that V pb1, . . . , bn; Λq
is invertible? The following theorem resolves this question in the affirmative.
Theorem 3.3.8. Given distinct points b1  peix1 , eiy1q, . . . , bn  peixn , eiynq in T2,
there exists a lower inclusive set Λ  tλ1, . . . , λnu  N20 so that V pb1, . . . , bn; Λq is
invertible. Without loss of generality, we can reorder b1, . . . , bn via
b
p1q
1 : peix1 , eiy
p1q
1 q, . . . , bp1qn1 : peix1 , eiy
p1q
n1 q,
...
b
pkq
1 : peixk , eiy
pkq
1 q, . . . , bpkqnk : peixk , eiy
pkq
nk q,
where xi  xj, when i  j, n1 ¥ . . . ¥ nk ¥ 1, and n1   . . .  nk  n. Then we have
detV pb1, . . . , bn; Λq 
¹
1¤i j¤k
pxj  xiqni
¹
1¤p q¤ni
pypiqq  ypiqp q. (3.52)
Given distinct points z0, . . . , zn P C and a function f : CÑ C, the zeroth divided
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difference for the function f with respect to z0 is
f rz0s : fpz0q.
The other divided differences can be defined inductively via
f rzi, . . . , zi js  f rzi 1, . . . , zi js  f rzi, . . . , zi j1s
zi j  zi , 0 ¤ i ¤ n j.
When fpzq  zn then We define rzi, . . . , zi jsn  f rzi, . . . , zi js. Divided differences
arise naturally as coefficients of Newton interpolating polynomials. Suppose z1, . . . , zn
are distinct complex numbers and we given pz0, fpz0qq, . . . , pzn, fpznqq. If we wish to
construct the unique n-th degree, by Newton interpolation, then we must solve the
following system

1 0
1 z1  z0
...
...
. . .
1 zn  z0 . . . . . .
±n1
i0 pzn  ziq


y0
...
yn


fpz0q
...
fpznq
 (3.53)
One easily sees that y0  f rz0s, y1  f rz0, z1s, . . . , yn  f rz0, . . . , zns, and hence
the interpolating polynomial, via Newton interpolation, has the form
P pzq  f rz0s   f rz0, z1spz  z0q   . . .  f rz0, . . . , zns
n1¹
i0
pz  ziq.
From this point of view, we get the following.
Lemma 3.3.9. If ti0, . . . , inu is a permutation of the set t0, . . . , nu then
f rz0, . . . , zns  f rzi0 , . . . , zins.
Proof. Since f rz0, . . . , zns is the leading coefficient of the unique interpolating poly-
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nomial, it suffices to look at the leading coefficient of the interpolating polynomial,
via Lagrange interpolation, which is given by
n¸
i1
fpziq±n
j1
ij
pzi  zjq . (3.54)
Since (3.54) is invariant upon permutation of t0, . . . , nu, we get
f rz0, . . . , zns  f rzi0 , . . . , zins.
We use the following basic lemma.
Lemma 3.3.10. If fpxq  zn then f rz0, . . . , zns  1.
Proof. Use (3.53).
We are now ready to prove the two-variable Vandermonde result.
Proof of Theorem 3.3.8. First reorder b1, . . . , bn with respect to redundancy in the
first coordinate as follows. Let
b
p1q
1  peix1 , eiy
p1q
1 q, . . . , bp1qn1  peix1 , ey
p1q
n1 q,
b
p2q
1  peix2 , eiy
p2q
1 q, . . . , bp2qn2  peix2 , ey
p2q
n2 q,
...
b
pkq
1  peixk , eiy
pkq
1 q, . . . , bpkqnk  peixk , eiy
pkq
nk q,
wher xi  xj, when i  j, n1 ¥ . . . ¥ nk ¥ 1, and n1   . . .   nk  n. We claim that
the lower inclusive set Λ  Λ1YΛ2Y. . .YΛk, where Λi  tpi1, 0q, . . . , pi1, ni1qu,
1 ¤ i ¤ k, will produce an invertible V pb1, . . . , bn; Λq whose determinant is given by
(3.52). For notational convenience We prove the result when k  3. The other cases
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follow in the same manner. Realize V pb1, . . . , bn; Λq is

V pbp1q1 , . . . , bp1qn1 ; Λ1q V pbp1q1 , . . . , bp1qn1 ; Λ2q V pbp1q1 , . . . , bp1qn1 ; Λ3q
V pbp2q1 , . . . , bp2qn2 ; Λ1q V pbp2q1 , . . . , bp2qn2 ; Λ2q V pbp2q1 , . . . , bp2qn2 ; Λ3q
V pbp3q1 , . . . , bp3qn3 ; Λ1q V pbp3q1 , . . . , wp3qn3 ; Λ2q V pbp3q1 , . . . , bp3qn3 ; Λ3q

which can be rewritten as 
V11 e
ix1V12 e
i2x1V13
V21 e
ix2V22 e
ix2V23
V31 e
ix3V32 e
ix3V33
,
where Vij  V peiypiq1 , . . . , eiy
piq
ni ; t0, . . . , nj  1uq, 1 ¤ i, j ¤ 3, Using column operations
we see that V pb1, . . . , bn; Λq is column equivalent to

V11 0 0
V21 peix2  eix1qV22 pei2x2  ei2x1qV23
V31 peix3  eix1qV32 pei2x3  ei2x1qV33
, (3.55)
where we used the fact that the first nj columns of Vi,1 are precisely Vi,j, i  1, 2, 3
and j  2, 3. Upon row scaling, note that a factor of
peix2  eix1qn2peix3  eix1qn3 must now be taken into account for
detV pb1, . . . , bn; Λq, (3.55) becomes

V11 0 0
 V22 ei2x2ei2x1eix2eix1 V23
 V32 ei2x3ei2x1eix3eix1 V33
. (3.56)
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Rewriting (3.56) in divided difference notation yields

V11 0 0
 V22 reix1 , eix2s2V23
 V32 reix1 , eix3s2V33
. (3.57)
Using column operations (3.57) becomes

V11 0 0
 V22 0
  preix1 , eix3s2  reix1 , eix2s2qV33
. (3.58)
Scale the third block rows by eix3  eix2 and note that
reix1 , eix3s2  reix1 , eix2s2
eix3  eix2  re
ix2 , eix1 , eix3s2  reix1 , eix2 , eix3s2  1,
where Lemma 3.3.9 was used to reorder the divided difference and Lemma 3.3.10 was
used to achieve the last equality. Note that a factor of peix3  eix2qn3 must now be
taken into account for detV pb1, . . . , bn; Λq and (3.58) becomes

V11 0 0
 V22 0
  V33

Notice that Vii, i  1, 2, 3, are invertible Vandermonde matrices and so we have the
invertibility of V pb1, . . . , bn,Λq. Moreover, for i  1, 2, 3, since
detVii 
¹
1¤p q¤ni
peiypiqq  eiypiqp q,
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it is easy to arrive at (3.52), when k  3, upon consideration of the row scaling that
was performed. For k ¡ 3 note that the coefficient of Vii can always be scaled to
be 1 by recognizing the appropriate divided difference and then using Lemma 3.3.9
followed by Lemma 3.3.10. l
Next, We prove a useful factorization result similar to Theorem 3.1.16 and Theo-
rem 3.2.8.
Theorem 3.3.11. Let Λ  Nd0, with card Λ  m, be a lattice set and
Γ  pΛ  Λq Y
d¤
j1
ppΛ  Λ   ejq Y pΛ  Λ  ejqq.
Let the Cpp-valued sequence tSγuγPΓ, be given. Set
Φ  pSλµqλ,µPΛ,
Φj  pSλµ ejqλ,µPΛ, 1 ¤ j ¤ d,
Φj  pSλµejqλ,µPΛ, 1 ¤ j ¤ d,
and put k  rank Φ. Suppose that Φ © 0, Φj  Φj, and Θ1, . . . ,Θd,Θ1, . . . ,Θd are
mpmp matrices which commute and satisfy ΦΘj  Φj and ΦΘj  Φj , 1 ¤ j ¤ d.
Then there exist a p  k matrix C0d and k  k diagonal matrices Dj, 1 ¤ j ¤ d, so
that
Sγ  C0d

D
|g1| g1
2
1   D
|gd| gd
2
d


D
 |g1| g1
2
1   D
|gd| gd
2
d


C0d , (3.59)
for all γ  pg1, . . . , gdq P Γ.
Proof. Consider A  Φ, Wj  Θj, Yj  Θj, Bj  Φj, and Bj  Φj, 1 ¤ j ¤ d.
Then A ¥ 0, W1, . . . ,Wd, Y1, . . . , Yd are matrices which commute with respect to
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M  Ran Φ which satisfy AWj  Bj and AYj  Bj  Bj , 1 ¤ i ¤ d. We can apply
Lemma 3.2.7 to obtain an injective matrix C and diagonal matrices Dj so that
Φ  CC and Φzj  CDjC, 1 ¤ j ¤ d.
Write C  colpCλqλPΛ. When λ P Λ and µ, µ  ej P Λ, realize
Sλpµ ejq  Sλµej  CλCµ ej  CλDjCµ . (3.60)
Notice that (3.60) implies
CpCλ DjCµq  0. (3.61)
Since C is injective, (3.61) yields
Cµ ej  CµDj. (3.62)
Similarly, when λ P Λ and µ, µ ej P Λ, realize
Sλpµejq  Sλµ ej  CλCµej  CλDjCµ . (3.63)
Notice that (3.63) implies
CpCλ DjCµq  0. (3.64)
Since C is injective, (3.64) yields
Cµej  CµDj . (3.65)
Consider λ P Λ, where λ  pl1, . . . , ldq. Since Λ is a lattice set, for all λ P Λ, we have
the existence of λ1 . . . , λk P Λ, i1, . . . , ik P t1, 1u, and j1, . . . , jk P t1, . . . , du so that
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λ1  i1ej1 , . . . , λ  λk   ikejk . Choose µ  λ ikejk , so that (3.62) and (3.65) give
Cλ 
$'&'% CµD

jk
if ik  1;
CµDjk if ik  1.
Continuing this way we arrive at
Cλ  C0d

D
|l1| l1
2
1   D
|ld| ld
2
d


D
|l1| l1
2
1   D
|ld| ld
2
d


(3.66)
But then Φ  CC and Φj  CDjC, 1 ¤ j ¤ d, give (3.59).
We are now ready to prove Theorem 3.3.4.
Proof of Theorem 3.3.4. Suppose Φ © 0 and there exist matrices Θ1, . . . ,Θd,Θ1 . . . ,
Θd which commute with respect toM  Ran Φ, satisfy ΦΘj  Φj and ΦΘj  Φj.
Write
Θj 
Θ˜j 0
 
:
Ran Φ Ran Φ
` Ñ `
Ker Φ Ker Φ
, 1 ¤ j ¤ d,
and so we must have the existence of an invertible matrix S so that S1Θ˜jS 
diag pbp1qj , . . . , bprqj q, 1 ¤ j ¤ d, where r  rank Φ and pbpqq1 , . . . , bpqqd q P K, 1 ¤ q ¤ r.
Use Theorem 3.3.11 to obtain an injective matrix C : colpCλqλPΛ and diagonal
matrices D1, . . . , Dd so that Φ  CC and Φj  CDjC, 1 ¤ j ¤ d. By (3.36), we
have that Dj  diagpxp1qj , . . . , xprqj q, 1 ¤ j ¤ d. Write C0d 

c1    cr


, where
c1, . . . , cr P Cp. Then (3.59) holds. Put bq  pbpqq1 , . . . , bpqqd q P K, 1 ¤ q ¤ k. Without
loss of generality, assume b1, . . . , bk are distinct, where k ¤ r. Fix q P t1, . . . , ku and
consider the set Iq  ti P t1, . . . , ru : bi  bqu. Note that
card
¤
q1,...,r
Iq  r.
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Let Λpqq  °iPIq cici ¥ 0 and note that (3.15) gives that tciuiPIq is linearly indepen-
dent since C is injective. Hence rank Λpqq  card Iq and so we get
rank Λpqq  card Iq, 1 ¤ q ¤ k.
Thus
°k
q1 rank Λpqq  r and so rank Φ 
°k
q1 rank Λpqq. Put Σ as in the statement
of Theorem 3.3.4. One can directly verify (3.45) and (3.46). Note that the existence
of all subsequent moments follows from Remark 3.3.5.
Conversely, when d  1, put Λ˜  t0, . . . , k  1u to produce a lower inclusive
set Λ˜  N0, with card Λ˜  k, so that V : V pb1, . . . , bk; Λ˜q is invertible. One
can check that Φ  pV b IpqRpV b Ipq ¥ 0, Φ1  pV b IpqRB1pV b Ipq and
Φ1  pV b IpqRB1 pV b P q, where R  T1 ` . . . ` Tk and B1  b1Ip `    ` bkIp.
Choosing
Θ1  pV b Ipq1B1pV b Ipq and Θ1  pV b Ipq1B1 pV b Ipq
yield matrices Θ1,Θ1, which commute with respect to M  Ran Φ. Note that
Θ1 satisfies K-inclusive property with respect to M  Ran Φ, ΦΘ1  Φ1, and
ΦΘ1  Φ1. Moreover, we get rank Φ 
°k
q1 rank Λpqq.
When d  2, let bq  peixq , eiyqq, 1 ¤ q ¤ k. Use Theorem 3.3.8 to produce a lower
inclusive set Λ˜  N20, with card Λ˜  k, so that V : V pb1, . . . , bk; Λ˜q is invertible.
One can check that Φ  pV b IpqRpV b Ipq ¥ 0, Φj  pV b IpqRBjpV b Ipq, and
Φj  pV b IpqRBj pV b Ipq where R  T1 ` . . .` Tk, B1  eix1Ip`    ` eixkIp, and
B2  eiy1Ip `    ` eiykIp. Choosing
Θ1  pV b Ipq1B1pV b Ipq, Θ1  pV b Ipq1B1 pV b Ipq
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and
Θ2  pV b Ipq1B2pV b Ipq, Θ2  pV b Ipq1B2 pV b Ipq
yield matrices Θ1,Θ2,Θ1,Θ2, which commute with respect to M  Ran Φ. Note
that Θ1,Θ2 satisfies K-inclusive property with respect to M  Ran Φ, ΦΘj  Φj,
and ΦΘj  Φj, 1 ¤ j ¤ 2. Moreover, we get rank Φ 
°k
q1 rank Λpqq. l
We end the Section with posing the following question which would resolve the
case when d ¡ 2 in the converse statement in Theorem 3.3.4. Given distinct points
b1, . . . , bk P Td can one choose λ1, . . . , λk, which form a lattice set (or lower inclusive
set) in Nd0 so that 
bλ11    bλk1
...
...
bλ1k    bλkk

is invertible?
3.4 The cubic complex moment problem
Curto and Fialkow [10] studied the quadratic complex moment problem. Given
complex numbers
s : ts0,0, s0,1, s1,0, s0,2, s1,1, s2,0u
we wish to find Σ P m pCq such that
st,u 
»
C
ztzudΣpzq, 0 ¤ t  u ¤ 2. (3.67)
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We can build the moment matrix
Φ 

s00 s01 s10
s10 s11 s20
s01 s02 s11
.
Finally, let r : rank Φ.
The following is a solution to the quadratic complex moment problem.
Theorem 3.4.1 ([10]). Let s, Φ, and r be as they are above. The following are
equivalent:
(i) s has a representing measure;
(ii) s has an r-atomic representing measure;
(iii) Φ © 0.
In this case, if r  1 there exists a unique representing measure; if r  2 the 2-
atomic representing measures are paramterized by a line; if r  3 then the 3-atomic
representing measures contain a sub-parameterization by a circle.
Proof. See [10].
The cubic complex moment problem is as follows. Given complex numbers
ts0,0, s0,1, s1,0, s0,2, s1,1, s2,0, s0,3, s1,2, s2,1, s3,0u
we wish to find Σ P m pCq such that
st,u 
»
C
ztzudΣpzq, 0 ¤ t  u ¤ 3 (3.68)
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We can build the moment matrices
Φ 

s00 s01 s10
s10 s11 s20
s01 s02 s11
, Φz¯ 

s10 s11 s20
s20 s21 s30
s11 s12 s21
,
and
Φz 

s01 s02 s11
s11 s12 s21
s02 s03 s12
.
Note that for the remainder of this Section s,Φ, and Φz¯ will be as they are above.
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We first analyze the cubic complex moment problem when rank Φ is either one or
two.
Theorem 3.4.2. Suppose r : rank Φ is 1 or 2. The following are equivalent:
(i) s has a representing measure;
(ii) s has a r-atomic representing measure;
(iii) There exist commuting matrices Θz, Θz¯ such that ΦΘz  Θz and ΦΘz¯  Θz¯.
Proof. We first show the r  1 case. We may assume without loss of generality
that s00  1. Suppose s has a representing measure ν. Then Φ © 0 and if we put
sjk 
³
C z¯
jzkdνpzq, j   k ¡ 3 then
rΦ 
 Φ B
B C
© 0,
where B 

s02 s11 s20
s12 s21 s30
s03 s12 s21
and C 

s22 s31 s40
s13 s22 s31
s04 s13 s22
. Since rank Φ  1 and rΦ © 0
we must have that Ran B  Ran Φ. But then We get that Ran Φz  Ran Φ and
Ran Φz¯  Ran Φ. Hence
Φ 

1 s01 s10
s10 |s01|2 s210
s01 s
2
01 |s01|2
, Φz 

s01 s
2
01 |s01|2
|s01|2 s01|s01|2 s01|s01|2
s201 s
3
01 s01|s01|2
,
and Φz¯  Φz . One can easily check that Σ  s00δ s01s00 is a 1-atomic measure for s.
Thus we have shown piq ñ piiq.
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Next suppose that s has a 1-atomic measure Σ  ρδz0 , where ρ ¡ 0 and z0 P C.
Then we must have that
Φ  ρ

1 z0 z0
z0 |z0|2 z02
z0 z
2
0 |z0|2
© 0, Φz  ρ

z0 z
2
0 |z0|2
|z0|2 z0|z0|2 z0|z0|2
z20 z
3
0 z0|z0|2
,
and Φz¯  ρ

z0 |z0|2 z02
z0
2 z0|z0|2 z03
|z0|2 z0|z0|2 z0|z0|2
.
Put
Θz 

0 z20 |z0|2
1 0 z0
0 0 z0
 and Θz¯ 

0 |z0|2 z02
0 z0 0
1 z0 0
.
Now note that ΘzΘz¯  Θz¯Θz, ΦΘz  Φz, and ΦΘz¯  Φz¯. Thus we have shown
piiq ñ piiiq. Finally note that piiiq ñ piq follows from Theorem 3.2.4.
We now show the r  2 case. Let rΦ be as above and index the columns by
1, Z, Z¯, Z2, Z¯Z, and Z¯2. Without loss of generality we may assume that the column
indexed by Z¯ may be written as a linear combination of the columns index by 1 and
Z. Hence there exist complex numbers α and β such that α1   βZ  Z¯. It then
follows from Corollary 3.4 in [10] that αZ   βZ2  |Z|2, and αZ¯   β|Z|2  Z¯2.
Since αZ¯   β|Z|2  Z¯2 we must have α¯Z   β|Z|2  Z2. Thus rΦ is seen to be a flat
extension of Φ. By Theorem 3.4.1 we know that the data contained in Φ must have
a 2-atomic representing measure. Finally use Theorem 3.1.25 to deduce that s must
have a 2-atomic measure as well. Thus we have shown piq ñ piiq.
Next suppose that s has a 2-atomic measure, without loss of generality, Σ 
δz1   ρδz2 , where ρ ¡ 0 and z1 and z2 are distinct complex numbers. Then we must
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have that
Φ 

1   ρ z1   ρz2 z1   ρz2
z1   ρz2 |z1|2   ρ|z2|2 z12   ρz22
z1   ρz2 z21   ρz22 |z1|2   ρ|z2|2
© 0,
Φz 

z1   ρz2 z21   ρz22 |z1|2   ρ|z2|2
|z1|2   ρ|z2|@ z1|z1|2   ρz2|z2|2 z1|z1|2   ρz2|z2|2
z21   ρz22 z31   ρz32 z1|z1|2   ρz1|z1|2
,
and Φz¯  ρ

z1   ρz1 |z1|2   ρ|z2|2 z12   ρz22
z1
2   ρz22 z1|z1|2   ρz2|z2|2 z13   ρz23
|z1|2   ρ|z2|2 z1|z1|2   ρz2|z2|2 z1|z1|2   ρz2|z2|2
.
Put
Θz 

0
z21z2z1z22
z1z2 z1z2
1 0 z2
0
z21z22
z2z1 z1
 and Θz¯ 

0 z1z2 z1z2
0 z2 0
1 z1 z1   z2
.
Now note that ΘzΘz¯  Θz¯Θz, ΦΘz  Φz, and ΦΘz¯  Φz¯. Thus we have shown
piiq ñ piiiq. Finally note that piiiq ñ piq follows from Theorem 3.2.4.
The following example will show that Theorem 3.4.2 need not hold when r  3.
Example 3.4.3. Let s be such that
Φ 

4 0 0
0 54 50   4i
0 50  4i 54
, Φz 

0 50  4i 54
54 0 0
50  4i 0 0
,
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and
Φz¯ 

0 54  4i 50   4i
50   4i 0 0
54 0 0
.
Note that s has a 4-atomic measure given by σ  δ5i   δ1i   δ5i   δ1 i. Hence
Θz  Φ1Φz 

0 25
2
 i 27
2
1 0 0
0 0 0
 and Θz¯  Φ1Φz¯ 

0 0 0
0 27
2
25
2
  i
0 25
2
  i 27
2
which
clearly do not commute. Suppose there does exist a 3-atomic representing measure
for s. Then by Theorem 3.2.10 we must have the existence of ρ ¡ 0, ζ, ω P C so that
rΦ 

s00 s01 s02
s10 s11 s12
s20 s21 ρ


4 0 50  4i
0 54 0
50   4i 0 ρ
¡ 0,
rΦz 

s01 s02 s03
s11 s12 ζ
s21 ρ ω


0 50  4i 0
54 0 z
0 ρ ω
,
and
rΦz¯ 

s10 s11 s12
s20 s21 ρ
s30 ζ¯ ω¯


0 54 0
50   4i 0 ρ
0 ζ¯ ω¯

admit commuting rΘz, rΘz¯, where rΘz  rΦ1rΦz and rΘz¯  rΦ1rΦz¯. But
rΘz 

0 0
p 252  iqω
ρ629
1 0 1
54
ζ
0 1 ω
r629
 and rΘz¯ 

0 27ρ 25ζ¯ 2iζ¯
2pρ629q
p 252  iqω¯
ρ629
2i25
27
0 ρ
54
0 675 ζ¯54i
r629
ω¯
r629
.
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It is not hard to see that if rΘz and rΘz¯ commute then ρ  629, a contradiction. We
deduce that s does not have a 3-atomic measure. In point of fact s has a minimal
representing measure given by σ.
3.5 Hermitian matrix-valued generalization of Tchakaloff’s theorem
In this Section We extend Tchakaloff’s theorem to the setting where the given
moments are Hp-valued and indexed by ax The following set will serve as an indexing
set for a finite sequence of Hermitian matrices:
Λpqq : tm P Nd0 : 0 ¤ |m| ¤ qu.
For instance when d  q  2, Λp2q  tp0, 0q, p0, 1q, p1, 0q, p0, 2q, p1, 1q, p2, 0qu. Note
that card Λpqq   q d
d

: pq dq!
q! d!
. We call an Hp-valued sequence tSλuλPΛpqq a truncated
sequence if there exists Σ PM pRdq such that
Sλ 
»
Rd
xλdΣpxq, for all t P Λpqq. (3.69)
In addition, we call Σ satisfying (3.69) a representing measure for tSλuλPΛpqq.
We denote the ring of polynomials on Rd with complex coefficients by Rrxs and
the ring of polynomials on Rd with complex coefficients of total degree at most q by
Rrxsq. Given p P Rrxsq we denote the ideal generated from p by xpy. Given an ideal
I  Rrxsq, we denote the real variety of I by VRpIq.
A natural question is the following. Given Σ : pσj,kqpj,k1 P M pRdq, A  Rd
which is measurable, and continuous functions fj,kpxq : A Ñ C, 1 ¤ j ¤ k ¤ p,
suppose that »
Rd
fj,kpxqdΣpxq, 1 ¤ j ¤ k ¤ p, (3.70)
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exist. If pfj,kpxqqpj,k1 © 0 then is the p p matrix
»
Rd
fj,kpxqdΣj,kpxq

p
j,k1
© 0?
The following result answers this question in the affirmative when A  8i1Ai, where
Ai, i P N, are compact and mutually disjoint.
Theorem 3.5.1. Suppose Σ : pσj,kqpj,k1 P M pRdq, tAiu8i1 are a sequence of
mutually disjoint compact sets such that A  8i1Ai, and fj,kpxq : A Ñ C, 1 ¤ j ¤
k ¤ p, are continuous functions which satisfy (3.70). If pfj,kpxqqpj,k1 © 0 then
F :
³
K
fj,kpxqdΣj,kpxq

p
j,k1
© 0. (3.71)
Proof. Fix i P N, let CpAiq denote the set of continuous functions on Ai. Note that
CpAiq together with the supremum norm is a commutative C-algebra. Next note
that Fi : CpAiq Ñ Cpp given by Fipφq 
³
Ai
φpxqdΣpxq is a positive map, i.e. Fipφpxqq
whenever φpxq ¥ 0. Moreover, by Theorem 4 in [48], we realize that Fi is completely
positive. Thus 
Fipφa,bpxqq

n
a,b1
© 0, (3.72)
whenever pφa,bpxqqna,b1 © 0, where φa,bpxq P CpKiq, and n P N is arbitrary. Choosing
n  p and noting that Fi is the principle submatrix of (3.72) obtained from the
pj  1qp   j, 1 ¤ j ¤ p, rows and columns yields Fi © 0. Finally use the fact that
F  °8i1 Fi to deduce that F © 0.
In particular, note that since supp Σ is closed by definition and Rd is a locally
compact and Lindelo¨f space, there exist disjoint compact sets A1, A2, . . . , so that
supp Σ  8i1Ai.
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We now state a result of Bayer and Teichmann.
Theorem 3.5.2 ([3]). Suppose tsλuλPΛpqq is a given real-valued truncated sequence
with representing measure σ P m pRdq. There exists σ˜ P m pRdq, with
card supp σ˜ ¤ κ :  q d
d

, such that σ˜ is a representing measure for tsλuλPΛpqq.
Moreover, if A  Rd, with σpRd z Aq  0 then one can choose σ˜ such that supp σ˜  A.
In particular, if A  supp σ then supp σ˜  supp σ.
Proof. See [3] or [33] for a different proof.
We now see that the proof for Theorem 3.5.2 given by Laurent in [33] generalizes
to the case when the given data are Hermitian matrices and A satisfies
A 
8¤
i1
Ai, A1, A2, . . . , are compact and mutually disjoint. (3.73)
Theorem 3.5.3. Suppose tSλuλPΛpqq is an Hp-valued truncated sequence with repre-
senting measure Σ P M pRdq. There exists rΣ P M pRdq, with card supp rΣ ¤ κ,
such that rΣ is a representing measure for tSλuλPΛpqq. Moreover, if A  Rd, with A
satisfying (3.73) and ΣpRd z Aq  0pp then one can choose N such that supp rΣ  A.
In particular, when A  supp Σ then we get that supp rΣ  supp Σ.
Proof. Let A  Rd be measurable such that A satisfies (3.73) and ΣpRd z Aq  0pp.
Let I denote the maximal ideal with respect to the requirement that
ΣpRd z VRpIq X Aqq  0pp. (3.74)
Note that the set of ideals which satisfy (3.74) is not empty, since I  t0u satisfies
(3.74). Thus the fact the fact that Rrxs is Noetherian yields the existence of a maximal
ideal. Put A1 : VRpIqXA, which satisfies (3.73) since VRpIq is closed and A satisfies
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(3.73). Hence ΣpRd z A1q  0pp. Let C  Hp `    `loomoon
κ1 times
Hp : Hκp be the convex cone
generated from all vectors of Hermitian matrices of the form
colpxtqλPΛpqq b vv,
where x P A1 and v P Cp, with inner product xY,W y  trpY W q, Y,W P C. Let C
denote the topological closure and ripCq denote the relative interior of C, respectively.
It will be our goal to show that S : colpSλqλPΛpqq P ripCq.
First note that C is equal to the interSection of its supporting halfspaces. Hence,
we can write
C  tZ P Hκp : trpZY q ¥ 0 for all Y P Hu,
for some set H  Hκp. Since colpxλqλPΛpqq b vv P C  C we see that
Y pxq :
¸
λPΛpqq
xλYλ © 0, for all x P A1. (3.75)
We claim that S P C. It suffices to show that
¸
λPΛpqq
trpSλYλq ¥ 0 (3.76)
Let Yλ : pypλqj,k qpj,k1. Using the fact that Sλ 
³
Rd x
λdΣpxq, we can rewrite (3.76) as
follows
p¸
j,k1
»
A1
yj,kpxqdΣj,kpxq ¥ 0, (3.77)
where yj,kpxq 
°
λPΛpqq y
ptq
j,kx
t. It follows from (3.75) and Theorem 3.5.1 that (3.77)
holds and so we get S P C.
Next, we claim that S P ri C. We wish to show that trpSY q ¡ 0. Suppose not, i.e.
trpSY q  0. Consider a supporting hyperplane tZ P Hκp : trpZY q  0u, for some
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Y : colpYλqλPΛpqq P H, that does not contain C. Note that if such a hyperplane did
not exist then we could just work in a lower dimensional space. Since the hyperplane
tZ P Hκp : trpZY q  0u does not contain C we must have that
trpZx,vY q ¡ 0, for all x P A1 and v P Cp. (3.78)
Let X 
!
x P A1 : °λPΛpqq Ytxt ¡ 0) and Xi : !x P A1 : °λPΛpqq Yλxλ © 1i I), i P
N. Notice that X is not empty because of (3.78) and X  8i1Xi. Realize that³
X
yj,kpxqdΣj,kpxq

p
j,k1
©
³
Xi
yj,kpxqdΣj,kpxq

p
j,k1
and hence
0  trpSY q 
p¸
j,k1
»
X
yj,kpxqdΣj,kpxq
¥
p¸
j,k1
»
Xk
yj,kpxqdΣj,kpxq
¥ 1
i
p¸
j1
Σj,jpXiq ¥ 0. (3.79)
Thus (3.79) yields that ΣpXiq  0pp, i P N, and hence ΣpXq  0pp. Consider the
polynomial f : det
°
λPΛpqq Ytx
t
	
and the ideal J : I   xfy. Thus, VRpJ q 
VRpIqXVRpfq, VRpJ qXA  A1XVRpfq, X  A1 z VRpfq and hence ΣpRd z pVRpJ qX
Aqq  ΣppRd z A1q Y Xq  0pp. We now arrive at I  J by the maximality
assumption on I. Thus we have that f P I and so f vanishes on A1, which contradicts
that X is nonempty.
We have now proved that S P ri C and hence S P ri C, since ri C = ri C. Now use
Carathe´odory’s theorem (see e.g. Theorem 17.1 and Corollary 17.1.2 in Rockafellar
[38]) to deduce the existence of ρ1, . . . , ρκ ¥ 0 with
°κ
i1 ρi  1, x1, . . . , xκ P A1 and
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v1, . . . , vκ P Cp such that
S 
κ¸
i1
ρicolpxtiqλPΛpqq b vivi .
Without loss of generality, suppose x1, . . . , xr are distinct. LetBq  ti P t1, . . . , κu : xq 
xiu, 1 ¤ q ¤ r. Put Pi 
°
iPBq ρiviv

i © 0. Finally, we have that
rΣ  r¸
i1
Piδxi
is a finitely atomic representing measure for S with card N ¤ κ.
As we will see in the following example, Theorem 3.5.3 cannot be extended to the
case when the given moments are LpHq-valued, where H is an infinite-dimensional
Hibert space.
Example 3.5.4. Put H  `1. Consider the truncated sequence S0, S1 P LpHq where
S0  diag

1
n2

8
n1
and S1  diag

n  1
2n

8
n1
with representing measure Σ  diag   δ1 ... δn
n2
8
n1 P LpHq. Note that supp Σ 
N
 
n 1
2n
: n P N(. Suppose there did exist positive operators P1, . . . , Pk and x1, . . . , xk P
supp Σ such that
S0  P1   . . .  Pk, (3.80)
S1  x1P1   . . .  xkPk. (3.81)
Write Pj  diagpppjqnnq8n1  Qj, j  1, . . . , k. Note that (3.80) yields that
k¸
j1
ppjqnn 
1
n2
. (3.82)
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It follows from (3.81) that
n2   n
2n2

k¸
j1
xjp
pjq
nn.
Use (3.82) to get
n2   n
2n2
¤M
k¸
j1
ppjqnn 
M
n2
, M : max
1¤j¤k
xj.
Thus we now have
1
2
 lim
nÑ8
n2   n
2n2
¤ lim
nÑ8
M
n2
 0, (3.83)
and so we get a contradiction. Note that the contradiction that we arrived at via
(3.83) would still be produced even if we just assumed that x1, . . . , xk P R.
An alternate way to arrive at a contraction is the following. Suppose (3.80) and
(3.81) hold. Then since tr S0   8 we must have that tr Pj   8, 1 ¤ j ¤ k. But
then trpx1P1   . . .  xkPkq   8, which contradicts the fact that tr S1  8.
The following example shows that Tchakaloff’s theorem need not hold when tr S0
and tr S1 are both finite.
Example 3.5.5. Put H  `1. Consider the truncated sequence S0, S1 P LpHq where
S0  diag

1
n3

8
n1
and S1   diag

1
n2

8
n1
with representing measure Σ  diag

δn
n3
	8
n1
P LpHq. Note that tr S0  ζp3q,
tr S1  pi26 , and supp Σ  t. . . ,2,1u, where ζpzq denotes the Riemann-zeta func-
tion. Suppose there did exist positive operators P1, . . . , Pk and x1, . . . , xk P supp Σ
such that (3.80) and (3.81) hold. Note that S1  NS0, where N : diagpnq8n1.
Then (3.81) yields that
x1P1   . . .  xkPk  NpP1   . . .  Pkq. (3.84)
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We can rewrite (3.84) to get
px1I  NqP1   . . .  pxkI  NqPk  0. (3.85)
Put M : min1¤j¤k xj. It follows readily from (3.85) that
Pj 
rPj 0
0 0
, rPj P CMM .
We then contradict (3.80). Note that the argument above holds when x1, . . . , xk P R.
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Appendix A: Frequently used sets and notation
We now outline frequently used sets and notation throughout this work.
• N = positive integers,
• N0 = nonnegative integers,
• Z = integers,
• R = real numbers,
• C = complex numbers,
• T = complex numbers of modulus one,
• Nd0 = d-tuples of nonnegative integers,
• Zd = d-tuples of integers,
• Rd = d-tuples of real numbers,
• Cd = d-tuples of complex numbers,
• Td = d-tuples of complex numbers of modulus one,
• 0d = d-tuple of zeros,
• ej = jth column of the d d identity matrix,
• card E = cardinality of the set E,
• E¯ = topological closure of the set E,
• X = locally compact Hausdorff space,
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• G = locally compact Abelian group,
• H = separable Hilbert space with inner product x, y,
• `1 = complex Hilbert space of all absolutely summable sequences indexed by N,
• LpHq = set of all bounded linear operators on H,
• C = convex cone,
• Cp = column vectors of order p with complex-valued entries,
• Ip = identity matrix of order p,
• 0pp = matrix of zeros of order p,
• colpvjqpj1 = column vector v : pv1, . . . , vpqT P Cp,
• rowpvjqpj1 = row vector v : pv1, . . . , vpq,
• A`B = direct sum of matrices A and B,
• AbB = Kronecker product of matrices A and B,
• A B = Schur or Hadamard product of matrices A and B,
• AT = transpose of the matrix A,
• A = complex-conjugate transpose (Hermitian adjoint) of the matrix A,
• det A = determinant of the matrix A,
• tr A = trace of the matrix A,
• Ran A = range of the matrix A,
• Ker A = kernel of the matrix A,
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• Cpp = matrices of order p with complex-valued entries,
• Hp = self-adjoint matrices of order p with complex-valued entries,
• A © B = AB is a positive semidefinite matrix,
• A ¡ B = AB is a positive definite matrix.
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